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7

Summary and future scope
In this chapter, the results obtained from the study are summarized with a
outlook on the future scope.

7.1

Summary and conclusions

A prominent minimum in the M(T ) curve has been observed inside the ferromagnetic ordered state for the x = 0.02 compound in the Sm1−x Gdx Ag
series. It’s a sign of magnetic moment compensation in the magnetically
ordered state and can be explained in terms of the different temperature dependencies of antiparallelly coupled spin and orbital moments of the Sm3+
ions. This exotic feature has been further analyzed by structural, AC susceptibility, heat capacity, electronic transport, magneto-transport and thermal
transport studies, from which no other magnetic or structural transition have
been detected except the ferromagnetic transition.
We have observed that upon Cr doping in ErRu2−x Crx Si2 system, χ(T )
mimics the field dependent magnetic susceptibility behavior of the parent
116
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ErRu2 Si2 compound. Increase of Cr amount modifies the c/a ratio, which
affects the exchange interaction between the magnetic ions and induces weak
ferromagnetic correlation in the system, and justifies the mimicking of χ(T )
behavior. Above a certain Cr concentration, the order of magnetic transition
also tending to SOMT instead of existing FOMT. Our findings also reveal
max
the obtained magnetocaloric value (−∆SM
) in x = 0.3 compound is slightly

higher than the parent one, which is also comparable to the other materials
performing SOMT in the similar transition temperature region.
Er3 Pd2 exhibits no thermal and magnetic hysteresis around its antiferromagnetic transition temperature (TN =) 10 K, which is confirmed as SOMT
by nature. Obtained -∆SM (T ) curves from both the magnetization and heat
capacity data are in good agreement over the measured temperature region.
Absence of any hysteresis around the transition temperature qualifies the
sample to produce large and reversible MCE.
A detail estimation of the martensite, austenite and field induced austenite phase fractions, as a function of temperature and field within the MT
region of Ni44 Cu2 Mn43 In11 compound, have been represented. The obtained
fIA at any particular temperature depends on the availability and instability of fM at that temperature. It has been evident that the fIA has major
contribution for the large MR than the other factors. However, the MR does
not hold a linear relationship with the fIA , rather it follows a power law.
Furthermore, the temperature dependent XRD data supports the growth of
austenite and martensite phases with temperature while warming and cooling, respectively, within the MT region of the studied compound.

7.2. Future scope

7.2
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Future scope

For better understanding of the observed spin-orbit magnetic compensation
phenomena in the (Sm,Gd)Ag compound, magnetic Compton scattering and
X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) experiment need to be carried
out. These could help to get the proper spin indication and more prominent explanation. Instead of Gd, the role of other 4f rare earth elements
in the magnetic compensation behavior of SmAg series can be studied in
future. Various critical exponents can be studied across the AFM transition
temperature in the Er3 Pd2 compound. Not only changing the doping element or doping concentration in the Er based systems, Er based other new
magnetocaloric compounds can also be studied to achieve better magnetic
entropy change. From the structural point of view, the growth dynamics
of the martensite and austenite phases over temperature, with time or with
magnetic field at a certain temperature, inside the MT region can be carried
out.

Abstract
In this thesis, the structural, magnetic, transport and thermal properties have been carried out on polycrystalline intermetallic compounds, based
on rare earth and transition metal elements. The aim of the present work
is to understand the fundamental aspects of magnetism and to correlate
among the magnetic, magnetocaloric and magneto-transport properties of
rare earth based three different intermetallic series namely Sm1−x Gdx Ag,
ErRu2−x Crx Si2 , Er3 Pd2 , and one Heusler alloy Ni44 Cu2 Mn43 In11 . Temperature dependencies of magnetization, AC susceptibility, heat capacity and
transport behavior reveal the exotic thermomagnetic behavior in Gd doped
SmAg system. A prominent minimum in the M(T ) curve has been observed
inside the ferromagnetically ordered state for one of the doped compound.
This feature has been explained in terms of the different temperature dependencies of antiparallelly coupled spin and orbital moments of the Sm3+
ions. Additionally, the polarized conduction electrons play an important role
in the overall magnetic behavior of the system. Upon increase of Cr doping
in the ErRu2−x Crx Si2 system, existing antiferromagnetic transition in the
parent compound results to doping induced ferromagnetic transition. Above
certain concentration, the nature of the transition is also modified to second
order from first order. Slightly greater magnetic entropy change than the
parent compound has been achieved for one of the doped member in the
series. A large reversible magnetocaloric effect has been observed around
10 K, related to a second order magnetic transition from paramagnetic to
antiferromagnetic state in the Er3 Pd2 compound. Obtained magnetocaloric
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data are well compared with the same obtained from heat capacity data. The
influence of martensite and austenite phase volume fractions on the magnetoresistance have been studied across the first order martensite transformation of the Ni44 Cu2 Mn43 In11 compound. The different phase volume fractions
are calculated by measuring the resistivity as a function of temperature and
magnetic field. It has been reveled that the field-induced austenite phase
fraction at any temperature depends on the availability and instability of the
martensite phase fraction at that temperature. This field-induced austenite
phase fraction has been found to make a major contribution to the large
magnetoresistance compared to the other factors. Furthermore, temperature
dependent XRD data supports the growth of austenite and martensite phases
with temperature within the martensite transition region of the studied compound.

Chapter

1

Introduction
1.1

General introduction

In current technological world immense use of devices, essential to our daily
life, would have been nonexistent without the forefront research in magnetic
materials. From the beginning of mariners’ compass, throughout the history, magnetism is closely related to the appliances for making our life easier
and enjoyable. Each magnetic device is designed on the basis of some fundamental or functional magnetic behavior of various precious materials. In
this context, one of the most fascinating examples is the read heads in magnetic hard disks with tremendous storage capacity. They are based on the
Giant Magnetoresistance (GMR) effect, discovered by P. Gr̈unberg and A.
Fert in 1988. Another significant outcome related to the magnetic materials
is the possibility of using some of them as magnetic refrigerants for magnetic cooling applications. This refrigeration technology is being seriously
considered as an effective alternative to the conventional gas cooling tech-
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nology. Magnetocaloric effect (MCE), discovered in 1881 by E. Warburg, is
the underlying physical property, which determines the efficiency of a magnetic refrigerant. It has become an important topic of research for the last
few years, both from the fundamental as well as application points of view.
Magnetic materials are also used as components in a wide range of medical
equipments and industrial purposes. Other important and interesting applications of the magnetic materials include high energy density permanent
magnets, transformer cores, magneto-mechanical devices, magneto-electronic
devices, magneto-optical devices, spin resolving devices using spin polarized
materials, etc. Additionally, there are many other remarkable developments
in the field of nanomagnetism, biomagnetism, molecular magnetism, photo
magnetism with quite impressive application potential.
In consistency with the development of various functional materials for direct applications, many interesting novel fundamental phenomenon have also
been observed. Some of the noteworthy examples are exchange bias, martensite transformation (magneto-structural transition), ferromagnetic shape memory effect, metamagnetism, superparamagnetism, spin glass/liquid state, spinorbital compensation, spin reorientation transitions, etc. Therefore, any
study about the development on the field of fundamental magnetism and
magnetic materials would be incomplete without reference to such phenomenon.
The present thesis is devoted to the study of certain materials, which
are of potential importance either from the application point of view or
some phenomena with interesting underlying physics, as discussed above.
All the studies have been carried out on magnetic and related functional
properties, specially concentrated on magnetocaloric effect and magnetore-
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sistance across the ferromagnetic/antiferromagnetic and martensite phase
transitions, respectively of intermetallic systems based on rare earth and/or
3d and 4d transition metal elements. Additionally, spin-orbital compensation in magnetically ordered region in rare earth Sm based compounds have
been investigated. Hereby, the thesis is divided into seven chapters. The
chapter 1 i.e. this chapter covers a brief introduction to the essentials of
fundamental magnetism and phase transition. A discussion is also there
for understanding of the experimental results of spin-orbital compensation,
magnetocaloric effect, martensite transformation, etc. with introduction of
the respective materials, presented in the subsequent chapters. The details
of sample preparation, characterization techniques and working principle in
short of all the experimental set up used in the present study have been
discussed in chapter 2. Chapter 3 deals with the study of magnetic, electronic, thermal, magneto-transport properties of Sm1−x Gdx Ag compounds to
reveal its spin-orbital compensation behavior. Chapter 4 presents the interesting change in magnetic and magnetocaloric properties of ErRu2−x Crx Si2
compounds upon increase of Cr doping. Chapter 5 contains the study
of magnetic properties and magnetocaloric effect of Er3 Pd2 compound. In
Chapter 6 the influence of martensite and austenite phase volume fractions
on the magnetoresistance have been studied across the first order martensite
transformation of the Ni44 Cu2 MN43 In11 compound. The Chapter 7 gives
the summary of the results and conclusions. This Chapter also provides a
short discussion on the possible future plans.
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Fundamental magnetism

The magnetic properties of a material depend on the presence of a magnetic
moment (µ) in the material even in the absence of an applied magnetic field
and also upon its response to an external applied magnetic field. In classical
concept, a magnetic moment is considered to a current loop equivalent [1].
However, The Bohr-van Leeuwen theorem reveals the existence of a magnetic
moment in a classical system of electrons [1]. From the Quantum mechanical
point of view, the magnetic properties of a material originate from the net
magnetic moment, considering the contribution of electrons and nucleons in
the atoms of that material. But the magnetic moment of nucleons is three
orders of magnitude smaller than that of electrons, thus neglected in most
of the systems. For electronic contribution in µ, one component is associated with the intrinsic spin angular momentum (sometimes simply referred
as spin) of the electron is known as spin magnetic moment (µs ). On the
other hand, the component arises due to the orbital angular momentum of
the electron, denoted as orbital magnetic moment (µo ). Both the µs and µo
are related to the respective angular momentum as µs = gs S and µo = go L.
Where S and L are the spin angular momentum and orbital angular momentum, respectively; g is the gyromagnetic ratio and has different values for the
spin and orbital motion of the electron. Hence, the spin and orbital angular
momentum combine to form a net angular momentum which gives rise to the
net magnetic moment to the atom. The magnetization (M) is defined as the
net magnetic moment per unit volume of the material. Sometimes in solid,
particularly in 3d/4f materials, electrons can not draw a definite orbit due to
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Figure 1.1: The values of L, S, and J for the series of trivalent 4f ions (taken
from Ref. [3]).
the interactions between them (exchange interactions) and this leads to the
negligible orbital contribution to the net magnetic moment (µ = µs ). Various aspects of magnetism in materials are introduced briefly in the following
sections.

1.2.1

Magnetism of rare earths (R)

The group of elements with atomic numbers 57 − 71 (lanthanides) and 39
(Yttrium) in the periodic table are called rare earth elements. It should be
noted for these elements that the outermost electron shells, which determine
the number and nature of the valence electrons, are identical. Therefore, the
physical properties of the rare earth trivalent ions are very similar. However,
the magnetic properties of these elements are quite fascinating as the ions
exhibit a systematic variation and intelligible complexity. Furthermore, the
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magnetic behavior of one ion becomes distinct from another according to
the number of 4f electrons present in the inner shell [2]. This is due to the
large degree of localization of 4f electrons, even in the metallic state, the 4f
core retains its integrity and its atomic properties. Thus, no other group of
elements in the periodic table are as interesting as rare earth group, as far
as magnetism is concerned.
The magnetic ground states of the rare earth ions have been well explained
using the Hunds rules [2,3]. The predictions of the orbital angular momentum
quantum number L, the spin angular momentum quantum number S and the
total angular momentum quantum number J for the 4f ions using Hunds
rules are illustrated in Figure 1.1. The effective magnetic moment (µef f ) per
ion can be calculated theoretically using Hunds rule as,

µef f = µB gJ

p

J(J + 1)

(1.1)

Where µB is Bohr magneton and gJ is called the Lande spectroscopic g-factor
as
gJ =

3 S(S + 1) − L(L + 1)
+
2
2J(J + 1)

(1.2)

It should be kept in mind that the µef f can point only at certain discrete
angles to the applied field due to the spatial quantization. The component
of µef f in the direction of the applied field H is

µH = gJ MJ µB

(1.3)

The allowed values of MJ are, J, J − 1, J − 2, ......, −(J − 2), −(J − 1), −J.
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Figure 1.2: µef f in unit of µB of 4f 3+ ions according to Hunds rules in
comparison with the experimental values (adapted from Ref. [3]).
The maximum value of µH i.e the saturation magnetic moment is
µsat
H = gJ JµB

(1.4)

The µef f can also be calculated experimentally from the susceptibility measurement using the formula
χ=

nµ2ef f
3kB T

(1.5)

where χ is the volume susceptibility, n is the number of contributory magnetic
ions per unit volume, and kB is the Boltzmann constant. A good agreement
has been observed between theoretically and experimentally calculated µef f
values for the 4f ions except for the Sm3+ and Eu3+ , shown in Figure 1.2.
For these ions the ground state calculation needs to consider the influence
of the higher states of the L − S multiplet, because the separation between
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the successive multiplets is comparable to kB at room temperature [2, 3]. A
multiplet is the set of levels of different J values arising out of a given L and
S. The levels of a multiplet split by the strong spin-orbit interaction.

1.2.2

Magnetism of transition metals (T)

The elements with incomplete inner d electron shells are defined as transition metal elements. For this thesis work, some of the 3d and 4d T elements
have been used. Starting from Scandium (Sc) to Zinc (Zn) are 3d transition
metal and Yttrium (Y) to Cadmium (Cd) are 4d transition metals elements.
Though Zn and Cd have complete d sub-shell but they show similar properties with the others in the same group. 3d/4d elements have an incomplete
inner electron shell and therefore carry nonvanishing magnetic moments in
the metallic and ionic forms. Unlike the rare earth ions, the experimental
µef f for the transition metal ions are in poor agreement with equation (1.1).
p
The experimental values often agree quite well with µef f = 2µB S(S + 1),
calculated using L = 0. Usually, the 4f shell has been found responsible

for the magnetism in the rare earth ions and lies deep inside the 5s and
5p shells. Whereas in the transition metals ions, the d shell is responsible
for magnetism, which is the outermost shell. Because of the large spatial
spread, the d electrons experience a strong inhomogeneous electric field produced by neighboring ions. This inhomogeneous electric field is called crystalline electric field (CEF). Therefore, in the case of d ions, the CEF often
causes quenching of orbital angular momentum, thereby giving rise to almost
pure-spin magnetism. Large spatial spread of d electron wave functions also
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giving rise to the itinerant character to these electrons. The magnetism in
these systems are therefore contributed by itinerant d-electrons, participating
in the Fermi surface. Therefore, unlike the rare earth, the transition metal
magnetism is itinerant. As a consequence of this, the magnetic properties in
these systems have to be treated under the preview of the band model.

1.3

Exchange interactions in solid

In solids, the overlapping of electronic orbitals of the neighboring atoms leads
to electrostatic interaction of the electrons. This originates the interatomic
exchange interaction, which is quantum mechanical in nature and subject to
the correlation of atomic moments. It makes the total energy of the crystal
dependent on the relative orientation of spins, localized on the neighboring
atoms. The exchange interaction for a many electron systems is expressed
using Heisenberg exchange Hamiltonian [1]

Hij = −2

X

Jij Si · Sj

(1.6)

i>j

where Jij is the exchange constant between the ith and jth spins (Si and Sj ).
Exchange interaction is the strongest magnetic interaction in solids (∼ 1 eV)
and it should be noted that it is usually much stronger than the magnetic
dipole-dipole interaction in ordered magnetic materials. This is responsible
for the existence of parallel (ferromagnetic), and antiparallel (antiferromagnetic) spin alignment depending upon the sign of the exchange constant of
the neighboring spins. Positive Jij favors the parallel configuration of spins,
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Figure 1.3: Direct exchange integral (J) as a function of the ratio of interatomic distance (a) and the radius of the d orbital (rd ). The curve is known
as the Bethe-Slater curve (taken from ref. [7]).
while for a negative Jij the antiparallel configuration is lower in energy. Some
of the most important exchange mechanisms have been described below [4,5]
among the various types of exchange interaction.

1.3.1

Direct exchange

The direct exchange involves the overlapping of electron wave functions from
the two neighboring atoms, the Coulomb electrostatic interaction and the
Pauli exclusion principle, which requires different symmetry properties from
the spatial and spin parts of the electronic wave function. According to Bethe
and Slater, depending on the interatomic distances (i.e. orbital overlap) and
with balance between the Coulomb interaction and kinetic energies of the
electrons, the values of J might have a positive or negative sign [6]. When
the interatomic distance is small, antiparallel alignment (antiferromagnetic)
between the spins of the neighboring atoms is favorable. Whereas, the Pauli
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exclusion principle keeps the electrons with parallel spin away from each
other, thereby reducing the Coulomb repulsion it gives rise to parallel alignment or positive exchange (ferromagnetism). In Figure 1.3 the Bethe-Slater
curve represents the magnitude of direct exchange as a function of a/rd ,
where a is the interatomic distance and rd is the radius of the d orbital. The
direct exchange is a short-range interaction. If the interatomic distance is too
large (i.e. the wave function overlap becomes too small) the direct exchange
coupling will not be strong enough to overcome the thermal excitations, giving rise to paramagnetism. It should be noted that in case of 4f electrons,
they are so strongly localized that the direct exchange interaction is unlikely
in rare-earth elements.

1.3.2

Itinerant exchange

The magnetic properties of metallic 3d electronic elements, like Fe, Co or Ni,
can not be described in terms of direct exchange of intersite atomic or ionic
moments. The magnetic moment of these metals arises due to the itinerant
electrons, and one has to invoke the exchange interaction in the band model.
As a consequence of the Coulomb repulsion of the electrons and their kinetic
energy, the bands with opposite spin orientation are exchange split (see Figure 1.4), giving rise to a non-zero total magnetic moment, which appears as
ferromagnetism. This exchange splitting can be described using the Stoner
model. According to the Stoner criteria, ferromagnetism is possible only
when IN(EF ) > 1, where I is the exchange energy per pair of 3d electrons
and N(EF ) is the density of states at the Fermi level [1,8]. A high density of
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Spin Down

Figure 1.4: A schematic band structure for the Stoner model, showing the
spontaneous splitting of energy bands of opposite spins without an applied
magnetic field and the states near the Fermi level are spin-polarized.
states at the Fermi level and a strong exchange splitting thus favor metallic
ferromagnetism. If the Stoner criteria is not satisfied, the spontaneous ferromagnetism will not occur. But, it can help for a large enhancement in the
susceptibility by a factor of 1/(1 − IN(EF )). This phenomenon is known as
Stoner enhancement or exchange enhanced Pauli paramagnetism.

1.3.3

RKKY exchange

In the rare earth, because of the highly localized character of the 4f wave
functions, the direct interaction between the 4f moments is not possible,
rather it is mediated by the polarization of conduction electrons. A localized
moment polarizes the conduction electrons and successively this polarization
couples with the neighboring localized moments at a distance r. This indirect
interaction is known as Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) interaction
[10]. The distance dependent exchange interaction JRKKY (r) for large r is
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Figure 1.5: Variation of exchange integral JRKKY as a function of distance r.
given by
JRKKY ∝

cos(2kF r)
,
r3

(1.7)

assuming a spherical Fermi surface of radius kF . Unlike the direct exchange
interaction, this interaction is long range and possesses an oscillatory dependence on the distance between the localized moments, as shown in Figure 1.5.
Depending upon the distance following JRKKY , the type of coupling can be
either ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic. Though the RKKY interaction
can interpret the magnetic properties of many rare earth compounds and
alloys but found insufficient to describe some of the experimental results correctly [9]. This may be due to the rough approximations used and the other
possible interactions which are neglected in this model. On the other hand,
for the rare earth elements, a completely different interaction has been proposed by Campbell [10], the 5d electrons of Actinoids are less localized than
the 4f rare earth electrons and a considerable overlap is possible between the
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Figure 1.6: Schematic illustration of the super exchange interaction between
two magnetic ions (Mn2+ ) separated by a non magnetic ion (O2− ). The
arrows show the spin directions of the four electrons and the distribution
over the Mn and O ions.
5d electron wave functions of neighboring atoms. Thus 4f electrons induce a
positive local 5d moment through the ordinary intra-atomic 4f −5d exchange
and then the interaction between the 4f electrons take place via the direct
5d − 5d interaction. This direct 5d − 5d interaction being positive, the overall
indirect interaction between the 4f moments is always ferromagnetic.

1.3.4

Superexchange

Super exchange interaction is an indirect exchange interaction between two
magnetic ions separated by a nonmagnetic ion and mediated through it. It
describes the magnetic ground state of some of the ionic solids, including
oxides and fluorides, antiferromagnetic insulators like MnO, NiO etc. The
coupling between the moments on a pair of metal cations (Mn2+ or Ni2+ ) is
mediated by a diatomic anion (O2− ) through the overlap of the metals 3d and
oxygens 2p orbitals, and a partial delocalization of the involved electrons, as
illustrated in Figure 1.6. It has been observed that antiferromagnetic cou-
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(b)

Figure 1.7: In double exchange interaction, (a) electron delocalization (hopping) is possible in ferromagnetic configuration, (b) electron hopping is not
possible in antiferromagnetic configuration (picture taken from Ref. [1]).
pling reduces the energy of the system by allowing larger delocalization (over
the bond length), thus lowering the kinetic energy. However, the strength of
the superexchange depends on the magnitude of the moments on the metal
atom, the degree of overlap of orbitals and the bond angle.

1.3.5

Double exchange

It is possible to have a ferromagnetic exchange interaction between the magnetic ions of mixed valence via nonmagnetic ions. Examples of this are the
compounds containing Mn in mixed valence states as Mn3+ or Mn4+ i.e. the
oxidation states are 3 or 4. Double exchange mechanism can be understood
from Figure 1.7, where the neighbor of Mn3+ is a Mn4+ ion which has no electron in its eg shell. The eg electron on a Mn3+ ion can hop to a neighboring
site only if there is a vacancy of the same spin. The double exchange predicts
that this electron hopping from donating ion to receiving ion will be easier if
the electrons do not need to spin flip, i.e., to change spin direction in order
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to conform with Hunds rules. Therefore, it is not energetically favorable for
an eg electron to hop to a neighboring ion in which the t2g electrons’ spins
are antiparallel to the eg electron (see Figure 1.7(b)). Generally hopping of
electrons reduces the kinetic energy, the overall energy saving can lead to
a ferromagnetic alignment of neighboring ions. Furthermore, the ferromagnetic alignment allows the eg electrons to hop through the crystal and the
material can show metallic behavior.
It is ought to be mentioned that in superexchange interaction, a ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic alignment occurs between two atoms with the
same valence. On the other hand, in double exchange, the interaction occurs only when one atom has an extra electron compared to the other (mix
valency).

1.4

Magnetic anisotropy

Another important characteristic of any magnetically ordered material is the
magnetic anisotropy. In an isotropic material its physical properties should
be independent of direction. However, most of the magnetic materials show
some preferred direction of magnetization and are said to be anisotropic in
nature. For example, in a single crystalline ferromagnet, the magnetization
(M) tends to lie along certain crystallographic axes called directions of easy
magnetization (easy axis). Hereby, the anisotropy is defined as the amount
of energy required to turn M into any direction from its preferred axes. It
originates from the dependence of the energy of the system on the orientation of the magnetization with respect to the crystal axes. Anisotropy is
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an important subject to study, because it is exploited in the design of most
magnetic materials with commercial importance. The magnetic anisotropy
can be intrinsic to the system e.g. magnetocrystalline anisotropy, or it can
be extrinsic also e.g. magnetoelastic anisotropy, shape anisotropy, exchange
anisotropy etc. [11]. These contributions are discussed in the following subsections.

1.4.1

Magnetocrystalline anisotropy (MCA)

The magnetocrystalline anisotropy originates from the crystal field effect
and the spin-orbit interaction. The former removes the degeneracy associated with the orbital angular momentum quantum number. Because of the
spin-orbit coupling, when an external field tries to reorient the spin of an
electron, the orbit of that electron also tends to be reoriented. But, the
electron orbitals are strongly coupled to the lattice and therefore resist the
attempt to rotate the spin axis. Therefore, the energy required to turn the
spin away from the easy direction, which is called anisotropy energy, is just
the energy required to overcome the spin-orbit coupling. Although the magnetocrystalline energy is usually small compared to the exchange energy,
the direction of the magnetization is only decided by the anisotropy. The
exchange interaction just tries to align the magnetic moments parallel, no
matter in which direction. The magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy can be
expressed in terms of power series expansion of the direction cosines of M
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with respect to the crystal axes

Ecrys = E0 +

X

bij αi αj +

ij

X

bij αi αj αk αl .

(1.8)

ijkl

This is the general equation where αi , αj , αk and αl are the direction cosines
of M with respect to the crystal axes.

Type of the magnetocrystalline

anisotropy and expression for it depends on the crystal structure. For cubic
systems equation (1.8) can be expressed as

cubic
Ecrys
= K0 + K1 (α12 α22 + α22 α32 + α32 α12 ) + K1 α12 α22 α32 + ....

(1.9)

where Ki are the magnetocrystalline anisotropy constants which are the functions of the coefficients b.
For tetragonal systems

tetra
Ecrys
= K0 + K1 cos2 θ + K2 cos4 θ + K3 sin4 θ(sin4 φ + cos4 φ)

(1.10)

where the direction cosines αi are replaced by the angle θ and φ (in spherical
polar coordinate).
For hexagonal systems

hexa
Ecrys
= K0 + K1 sin2 θ + K2 sin4 θ + K3 sin6 θ + K4 sin6 θ cos 6φ.

(1.11)

The magnetocrystalline anisotropy constants (Ki ) depend on the material
and the temperature. The easy magnetization direction is determined by sign
and ratio of the anisotropy constants and it can be identified by calculating
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the minimum energy of Ecrys [3].

1.4.2

Magneto-elastic (or stress) anisotropy

Anisotropy originates from the mechanical deformation in a magnetic system
is known as magneto-elastic or stress anisotropy. It is well known that the
spin moments are coupled to the lattice through the orbital motion (mediated
by the spin-orbit and orbit-lattice coupling). In any case, if the lattice is
deformed, the distances between the magnetic atoms are altered and hence
the interaction energies get vary. Thereafter, alignment of the magnetic
moments along a certain direction may lower the energy as compared to
the alignment along the other directions, this produces the magneto-elastic
anisotropy. This is the inverse of magnetostriction, in which the magnetic
system gets deformed when it is magnetized. For an elastically isotropic
medium with isotropic magnetostriction λm , the magneto-elastic energy per
unit volume under stress σ can be expressed as
3
Eme = − λm σ cos2 φ = Kσ cos2 φ
2

(1.12)

where φ is the angle between the magnetization and stress directions, and
Kσ represents the stress anisotropy constant. It should be mentioned that
when λm is negative (Kσ is positive), as example, for nickel under tension,
the stress axis becomes a hard axis. On the other hand, stress axis is easy
axis for the system with positive λm (positive Kσ ) as in case of iron.
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Shape anisotropy

In case of a ferromagnetic material of arbitrary shape, the internal energy is
different for the magnetization lying along the different axes of the sample.
This effect is termed as the shape anisotropy. Usually, it appears as a result
of the magnetostatic energy due to the magnetic free poles at the outer
surface of the sample. Thus it is also known as magnetic dipolar anisotropy.
To represent this effect in better, a demagnetizing scalar factor N has been
introduced along three perpendicular directions in such a way that it follows
Nx + Ny + Nz = 1. Now, the magnetostatic energy, which originates due
to the magnetic free poles, can be expressed as Ems = NM 2 V , where M is
the magnetization, N is the direction and shape dependent demagnetizing
factor, and V is the volume of the sample.
For example, in a thin film, N is zero along the plane of the film and
is 1 along the normal to the film. This results a preferred orientation of
M in the plane of the film. For a spherical sample Nx = Ny = Nz = 1/3,
so no direction is preferable from the shape anisotropy. Furthermore, the
demagnetizing field due to the free poles in a particular orientation of the
sample is given by HD = −NM. Here N is the demagnetizing factor for that
orientation of the sample.

1.4.4

Exchange anisotropy

Unlike the uniaxial MCA, exchange anisotropy is unidirectional. It arises
due to the exchange coupling at the interface between an AFM and FM
material [12–14]. It results a shift in the hysteresis loop along the negative
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field direction, known as exchange bias (EB). The EB effect was first observed
in partially oxidized Co nano particles by Meiklejohn and Bean [12]. Later on
EB has been observed in many multilayer systems having FM/AFM interface
such as fine particles, inhomogeneous materials and thin films [13,15–18]. The
EB is of tremendous utility in magnetic recording devices and permanent
magnets [19].

1.5

Crystalline Electric Field (CEF) effects

One of the important sources of anisotropy in R ions is the crystalline electric
field (CEF), which is generated through neighboring ions in the crystal. It
causes a distortion in the spherical 4f charge density. Usually, this deformation is considerably small at high temperatures, however, it increases on
reducing the kinetic energy of the 4f electrons by decreasing temperature.
Therefore, at low temperature, the movement of the electrons are influenced
by the nonspherical CEF potential. Thus, the resulting magnetic moment,
generated by this movement contains an anisotropic behavior. It should be
mentioned that the CEF interaction is relatively weak in the 4f −R series,
because the 4f shell is buried deep inside the atom; so that the crystal-field
(CF) potential is sufficiently screened by the outer electrons. Therefore, spinorbit Hamiltonian (Hso ) must be considered before CF Hamiltonian (Hcef )
in any perturbation scheme for evaluating the energies of 4f ions. The energy difference between the multiplets, caused by the CF interaction is of
the order of 102 cm−1 . This is weaker than the spin-orbit interaction that
leads to the multiplets energy separation ∼ 103 cm−1 [20]. The Hamiltonian
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of an R ion in a solid, consisting of spin-orbit coupling, CEF, Zeeman and
exchange field terms, can be represented as
~ ·S
~ + Hcef + HZ + Hex
H = H0 + λL

(1.13)

where H0 is the Hamiltonian corresponding to the kinetic and potential energy. The energy and eigen function of the ion can be obtained by diagonalizing the above Hamiltonian. In general the CEF Hamiltonian (Hcef ) can be
expressed as [21, 22]
Hcef =

XX
l

Blm Olm

(1.14)

m

where Blm are the CF parameters and Olm are the Stevens equivalent operators which measure the strength of the crystal field [8, 20, 23]. The eigenfunction and energies, corresponding to the crystal field split of the ground
state J multiplet, can be calculated by diagonalization of Hcef . Calculation
of crystal field effects in T is quite difficult because it has large band widths
associated with the 3d electrons. It has been found that this contribution is
smaller than that of the R in most of the R-T intermetallic compounds. On
the other hand, the CEF associated with T ions in ionic (ceramic) compounds
is quite strong and its calculation is more straightforward.

1.6

Phase transition

A phase is usually defined as a region of homogeneous macroscopic properties
of a material, such as density, atomic arrangements/crystal structure, chemical composition, magnetic order etc. However, a material can be in different
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phases at different values of the various control parameters like temperature,
pressure, magnetic field etc. A phase transition is the transformation from
one phase to another with changing the control variable.

1.6.1

Classification of phase transitions using Ehrenfest scheme

When a thermodynamic phase transition occurs in a material from a high
temperature phase to a low temperature phase, the free energies of both the
phases remains equal at the thermodynamical phase transition temperature
(TC ). However, a certain order of the derivative of the free energy with
respect to a control variable may differ. In the Ehrenfest’s scheme, the order
of a phase transition is defined by the lowest order of the derivative of free
energy which is discontinuous across the phase transition [16, 24, 25]. If we
consider G1 and G2 are the free energies of the two phases corresponding to
a thermodynamical phase transition, then the phase transition will be of nth
order if

dn G

|
dT n Tc
1

dm G1
|
dT m Tc

6=

dn G

=

dm G2
|
dT m Tc

|
dT n Tc
2






(1.15)





where m and n both are integers and 0 ≤ m < n. Some of the physical parameters are described in terms of the derivatives of free energy with respect
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to the various control variables, as
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As per the Ehrenfests criterion, discontinuous change in the first derivative of free energy i.e. volume, entropy, magnetization etc., across the phase
transition qualifies as first order (see Figure 1.8). On the other hand, a continuous first order derivative but a discontinuous second order derivative, e.g.
heat capacity, susceptibility and compressibility, serve the phase transition
as second order (see Figure 1.8(d)). In a first order phase transition (FOPT),
a discontinuity in entropy signifies to the presence of latent heat (LQ ), LQ
= TC ∆S where ∆S = (S2 − S1 )TC is the difference in entropy between the
two phases at TC . All the higher order phase transitions do not have a latent
heat. Furthermore, it has been observed experimentally that in most of the
phase transitions which do not have a latent heat, the heat capacity either
diverges or exhibits a cusp, and hence do not fit in Ehrenfests scheme [16].
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Figure 1.8: Ehrenfests scheme of phase transition. Free energy (G) as a
function of temperature (T ) across (a) a first order phase transition and (b)
for higher order phase transition. Temperature dependence of entropy (S) is
also shown for (c) a first order phase transition and (d) a higher order phase
transition.
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Figure 1.9: Temperature dependence of the order parameter (ψ) for (a) a
second order phase transition (SOPT) and (b) a first order phase transition
(FOPT).
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Modern classification of phase transitions

A phase transition is termed as discontinuous (first order) if it has a latent
heat. All other phase transitions which do not have a latent heat are known
as continuous phase transitions (it includes the second to higher order phase
transition in Ehrenfests sense).
Order parameter: Order parameter is an entity or observable, which is
considered as zero in the high temperature phase and is non-zero in the low
temperature phase [26], the concept was introduced by L. D. Landau. Some
of the example of order parameter corresponding to various phase transition
are given in table 1.1. By definition, if the order parameter is zero at the TC
and gradually grows with decreasing temperature, the transition is second
order phase transition (SOPT). On the other hand if it suddenly increases to
a finite value from zero with a discontinuity at the transition temperature,
the transition is called FOPT [26], as depicted in Figure 1.9.
Table 1.1: Order parameters for phase transition for various system
Phase transition
Order Parameter
Ferromagnetic
Spontaneous magnetization
Antiferromagnetic
Sublattice magnetization
Ferro-electric
Polarization

1.6.3

Landau theory of phase transition

Second order phase transition (SOPT)
Landau theory of phase transition assumes that the order parameter (ψ) is
small and uniform across the phase transition and the free energy density
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(b)

Figure 1.10: (a) Variation of Landau free energy (G) with order parameter
(ψ) at different temperatures (T ) for SOPT as per equation (1.17) (b) Temperature dependence of the order parameter. (Picture taken from Ref. [27]).
is considered to be an analytical function of the order parameter. For an
SOPT the expansion of free energy (G) as power series of ψ can be expressed
as [26].
G = G0 + a(T − Tc )ψ 2 + Dψ 4 + ....

(1.17)

Here G0 is the free energy of the system associated with the degrees of freedom of the system but not a function of ψ. However, the coefficients a and D
are system dependent. As discussed previously, TC is the thermodynamical
phase transition temperature, the temperature where both the phases have
equal free energies. The plot of free energy as a function ψ, using equation
(1.17) at various temperatures, are shown in Figure 1.10(a). With decreasing
temperature, down to TC , ψ = 0 is the only minimum, i.e., the high temperature phase with ψ = 0 is stable down to T = TC . Whereas, at T < TC , ψ = 0
becomes a maximum and there exist two minima at the positive and negative
sides of ψ with equal magnitude. The order parameter evolves continuously
across the transition, as shown in Figure 1.10(b) and there is no latent heat
involved [26].
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(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1.11: Variation of Landau free energy (G) with order parameter (ψ)
for FOPT in equation (1.18) at (a) T >> TC and at T = TC , (b) T ≤ TC
while cooling and (c) T ≥ TC while heating. The temperatures T ∗ and T ∗∗
are the limits of metastability while cooling and heating respectively. (d) ψ
as a function of T for cooling and heating (picture taken from Ref. [27]).
First order phase transition (FOPT)
Across a FOPT the change in order parameter is assumed to be discontinuous, so the order parameter jumps to a finite value at the transition temperature. If symmetry considerations allow a third order term in the expression
of the free energy, then the free energy can be written as a function of ψ,
likely
G = G0 + a(T − T ∗ )ψ 2 − Cψ 3 + Dψ 4 + ....

(1.18)

Here T ∗ is the temperature where the free energy at ψ = 0 ceases to be a
minimum. This free energy function is plotted in Figure 1.11.
supercooling and superheating: It is evident from the equation (1.18)
and Figure 1.11 that the free energy has multiple maxima/minima in cer-
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tain temperature range. While decreasing temperature, at TC there are two
minima, with ψ = 0 and ψ 6= 0 having equal free energy values. This temperature is known as the thermodynamical transition temperature of the phase
transition from ψ = 0 phase to ψ 6= 0 phase. Accordingly, the order parameter ψ increases discontinuously at TC , as indicated by the red cooling
curve in Figure 1.11(d). However, ψ = 0 remains a local minimum down
to T ∗ while cooling. Similarly, with increasing temperature the free energy
minimum at ψ > 0 persists up to T ∗∗ . This predicts a thermal hysteresis
between the cooling and heating cycle across the transition temperature (see
Figure 1.11(d)). Thermal hysteresis is a generic feature of FOPT and treated
as a qualifying criterion for a FOPT in the cases where latent heat is difficult
to ascertain [28].
It should be noted that thermodynamically the phase transition should
occur at TC . However during cooling, the high temperature phase remains
stable against small energy fluctuations down to T ∗ . Whereas a sufficiently
large energy fluctuation can convert this high temperature ψ = 0 phase to
low temperature ψ > 0 phase. Therefore, the high temperature phase is a
metastable phase and the temperature T ∗ is the limit of metastability of the
high temperature phase, while cooling. Thus the higher temperature phase
can be supercooled down to T ∗ . Similarly, the low temperature phase can
remain as a metastable phase up to T ∗∗ while heating. Thus, the system
can be treated as superheated up to T ∗∗ . It can be shown that the equation
(1.18) predicts a change in entropy across the phase transition and hence the
phase transition has a latent heat [26].
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Figure 1.12: Variation of G with order parameter (ψ) in equation (1.19) at
(a) temperature T ≤ TC and (b) T ≥ TC . TC , T ∗ and T ∗∗ are already defined
(picture taken from Ref. [27]).
FOPT with a negative fourth order term in the free energy expansion
An FOPT can also occur in Landau scheme even if a third order term is
prohibited by symmetry. The following free energy expression, symmetric in
order parameter also describes an FOPT.

G = G0 + a(T − T ∗ )ψ 2 − Dψ 4 + F ψ 6 + ....

(1.19)

The function is plotted in Figure 1.12. In this case the free energy also has
multiple minima in a certain temperature range. This free energy function
has minima on both sides of ψ = 0 . Here the high temperature phase (ψ = 0)
can exist as a metastable phase down to the temperature T ∗ (see Figure
1.12(a)) and the low temperature phase (ψ 6= 0) can exist as a metastable
phase up to the temperature T ∗∗ (see Figure 1.12(b)). Furthermore, equation
(1.19) also predicts a discontinuous change in order parameter similar to that
shown in Figure 1.11(d) with an entropy jump and a latent heat across the
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Figure 1.13: Temperature (T ) dependence of phase fraction in terms of
high temperature phase (f ) across a FOPT. (a) The temperature cycle
T3 − T ∗ − T1 − T ∗∗ represents a transition in a pure system with sharp
transition with supercooling and superheating. The temperature cycle
T3a − T4 − T ∗ − T1a − T2 − T ∗∗ corresponds to a diffuse transition. (b)
Landscape of thermodynamical transition temperature leads to a situation
where the temperature of onset of phase transition during cooling cycle (T3 )
is higher than the temperature of onset of phase transition during heating
cycle (T1 ) (from Ref. [31] ).
phase transition [26].
Disorder broadened FOPT
In an extremely pure system, an FOPT should occur at a single thermodynamical transition temperature TC , as guided by the thick dashed line in
schematic Figure 1.13(a). As discussed in earlier, such a system can be supercooled through careful cooling. In that case the phase transition follows
the solid line marked by T3 − T ∗ . Similarly, the system can be superheated
and the superheated phase would follow the solid line T1 − T ∗∗ . Still these
transitions are single shot, i.e., the entire phase transforms at the same temperature; in that case, T3 = T ∗ and T1 = T ∗∗ . Presence of inherent disorder
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or impurities in the system makes the FOPT diffused, as a result the supercooled and superheated phases will follow the dotted curves T3a −T4 −T ∗ and
T1a −T2 −T ∗∗ respectively. It should be noted that in such case the two phases
can coexist over a certain temperature range. Microscopic random-quenched
disorder in a sample leads to a landscape of transition temperature across
the volume of the sample. This can mess the sharpness of the FOPT and the
transition takes place over a finite range of temperature [29, 30]. The thick
dashed line of Figure 1.13(b) represents such a transition. In the presence of
supercooling and superheating, the complete phase transition will follow the
solid curves T3 − T4 − T ∗ and T1 − T2 − T ∗∗ respectively. In such broadened
FOPT, the onset of nucleation of the low-temperature phase during cooling
can take place at a temperature higher than the onset of nucleation of the
high-temperature phase during warming [31] (see Figure 1.13(b)). It is worth
to mention here that the latent heat across this typical FOPT might be difficult to be observed experimentally, and thus thermal hysteresis is also used
as one of the qualifying criterion for a FOPT, as stated previously [28].

1.7

Intermetallic compounds

Intermetallic compounds are defined as the materials composed of two or
more metallic elements, which exist as homogeneous, composite substances
and may differ in structure from that of the constituent metals. Their physical properties need not have anything in common with those of the constituent elements. It should be noted that, alloying two or more metals may
not always give rise to an intermetallic compound. First possibility is that,
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they may not mix in solid state reaction and remains as separate phases.
Such situation occurs if the heat of mixing of the constituent elements is
positive [32]. Secondly, they may produce a solid solution over a certain composition range, where the physical properties of the final product generally
expected, based on linear interpolation between the properties of the parent
metals. In the third case, the two metals may mix to form an intermetallic
compound. Furthermore, additional intermetallic compounds’ phases may
grow and the system is composed of a mixture of those components. In
general, the intermetallic compounds have a well defined stoichiometric composition and crystal structure. Such compounds (consisting of two elements)
have general formula Ax By , where x and y are integers. It is to be mentioned
that intermetallic compounds are different from solid solutions, where x and
y may be nonintegral. Sometimes, mixing of more than two elements may
form non-stoichiometric intermetallic compounds with worthy physical properties. In any intermetallic compound (stoichiometric/non-stoichiometric)
the atoms of the composing elements are not distributed in a random manner over the atomic sites in the crystal lattice; rather, they are restricted to
particular crystallographic sites, which are being different for each kind of
atom.

1.8. Magnetism in rare earth - transition metal (R-T) intermetallic
compounds
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Magnetism in rare earth - transition metal
(R-T) intermetallic compounds

Because of the chemical similarities between rare earth (R) ions, roughly
uniform behavior is observed when they form compounds with other metals.
Usually, it is assumed that if one member of the rare earth series forms an
intermetallic compound with certain composition and crystal structure, all
the other members will follow the same. Intermetallic compounds composed
of R and 3d/4d T have attracted huge attention due to their interesting physical properties with large number of applications, mentioned earlier [8]. The
magnetic properties of these materials are analyzed by taking into account
the high magnetic moments with strong magneto-crystalline anisotropy originating from the well localized R sublattice moments and strong magnetic
coupling strength originating from the itinerant 3d/4d T sublattice.
In R-T compounds, it is well accepted that three types of exchange interactions are occurred between three different pair of ions, (i) the R-R interactions between the moments within the R sublattice; (ii) the T-T interactions between magnetic moments of the T sublattice, and (iii) the R-T
inter-sublattice interactions. In general, in a compound where the T elements carry a magnetic moment, the T-T interaction becomes the strongest
interaction among the above three types. But, the R-T interaction plays the
most important role, it essentially determines the magnetic behaviors of the
R sublattice. Furthermore, it has been found that the 4f spin moment of R
and 3d/4d spin moment of T are coupled antiparallel [8, 32–34]. Therefore,
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the total moment of the atoms will be parallel if the orbital moment of the
R is greater than the spin moment and they are opposite to each other. As
a result, R-T coupling is ferromagnetic (FM) in the case of light rare earth
(where J = L − S) and antiferromagnetic (AFM) in the case of heavy rare
earth (J = L + S) [32]. The fact that the 4f spin moments couple antiparallelly to the 3d moments has been explained by Wallace (1968) [35]. The
polarization of the conduction electrons (s or p electrons) is parallel to the
more localized 3d spins. But, the polarization is antiparallel to the 4f spins,
which automatically leads to an AFM 4f − 3d coupling . Whereas, Campbell proposed that 5d electrons of the R component (for Actinoids) play a
significant role in the exchange interaction between the R and T [10]. According to him, the 4f electron spins induce a positive local moment at 5d
electron site through ordinary 4f − 5d exchange. A direct 3d − 5d interaction
obtains, which exists in normal metals. Campbell also argued that the R
can be considered as belonging to the first half of a T series taking into account their d-electron character, whereas Fe, Co and Ni belong to the second
half. Accordingly, the 5d − 3d interaction is negative so that one expects an
antiferromagnetic 4f − 3d coupling.

1.9

Spin-orbital compensation

Among the 4f series rare earth based intermetallic alloys, Sm based systems
have attracted special attention since most of them exhibit exotic thermomagnetic behavior. Particularly, Adachi et al reported a remarkable phenomenon of magnetic compensation in a specific variety of Sm systems [36],
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(c)

Figure 1.14: Schematic diagrams of moment alignments for (a) Sm ferromagnet and (b) usual ferrimagnet. In (a) the solid and dotted arrows denote the
spin and orbital parts of the Sm3+ moment respectively. Figure (b) indicates
the ferrimagnetic arrangements magnetic moments of two kinds of ions using
open circles and filled circles. (c) The various types of the magnetization
(M) vs. temperature (T) curves expected for a Sm ferromagnet and a ferrimagnet. TC is the ordering temperature, and Tcomp is the compensation
temperature. Pictures are reproduced from Ref. [36]
which can even be driven to the zero magnetic state when a tiny fraction of
Sm3+ ions are substituted by Gd3+ or Nd3+ ions. This exceptional property
of magnetic compensation can be attributed to the unique property of Sm3+
ion (4f 5 , L=5, S=5/2), in which the 4f -spin (µs ) and the 4f -orbital (µo )
counterparts of the total magnetization (M) carry comparable contributions
∼ 4µB , but coupled antiparallelly to each other. Furthermore, the complex
thermal mixing of different low lying J multiplets of Sm3+ ions give rise to
the different temperature dependency of the spin and orbital components.
Thus, the combination of these two components, having different temperature dependency, make the thermomagnetic curve unique, as compared to
the other rare earth based alloys. The total magnetization (M) in the Sm
based systems are usually very small as the antiparallelly coupled µs and µo
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almost cancel each other. Therefore the contribution of the conduction electron polarization (CEP) becomes quite prominent, compared to the total 4f
moments of Sm3+ ions. It has been verified experimentally that the polarized conduction electron spin moments (µcep) align parallelly with the µs of
the Sm3+ ions in metallic Sm systems [37]. The crucial role of µcep together
with the complex crystalline electric field make the magnetism of Sm and its
compound of interest to study. Sometimes, a complete magnetic compensation termed as spin-orbital compensation occurs at a certain temperature
(Tcomp ) inside the magnetic ordered region, where the net magnetization attains zero, though the compound remains in the ferromagnetic state. These
compounds are less sensitive to the applied magnetic field i.e., would provide
very less dipole field and contains appreciated spin polarization, which are
essential to enhance the properties of spin resolving devices (spin analyzers
or polarizers), magnetic tunnel junctions etc; also attract potential interests
for the underlying physics behind the compensation phenomena.

1.10

Magnetocaloric effect

In recent days, magnetic refrigeration is one of the most important applications of magnetic materials [38–43]. It has potential to become the alternative cooling process of conventional vapour compression based cooling
technology, being used today. Use of environment friendly material rather
than toxic gas, more energy-efficient, better adaptability, solid state nature,
etc. are the advantages of magnetic refrigeration. The cooling technology of
magnetic refrigeration is based on the phenomenon called magnetocaloric ef-
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Figure 1.15: Schematic representation of entropy vs. temperature for two
different magnetic field, showing the MCE and adiabatic temperature change.
fect (MCE), which is an intrinsic phenomenon of (some) magnetic materials,
discovered in 1881 by E. Warburg [44]. Later, the fundamental principle of
MCE for practical use was interpreted by Debye (1926) and Giauque (1927),
separately [45,46]. When a magnetic material is exposed to a sufficiently high
magnetic field, the magnetic moments of the constituent atoms become reoriented along the field direction. If the magnetic field is applied adiabatically,
their magnetic moments become ordered and magnetic entropy decreases.
Therefore, the crystalline lattice entropy should increase to compensate the
lose of magnetic entropy in order to keep the total entropy constant in the
adiabatic process. As a result, the temperature of the material rises. In opposite, If magnetic field has been removed adiabatically from a magnetized
specimen, the temperature decreases. This warming and cooling procedure in
response to the subsequent application and removal of an external magnetic
field is called the magnetocaloric effect (MCE).
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Now, the total entropy (S) of a magnetic material at constant pressure
can be represented as

S(T, H) = SM (T, H) + Sl (T ) + Se (T )

(1.20)

where SM , Sl and Se represent the magnetic entropy, lattice entropy due to
the vibrations of crystal lattice and electronic entropy of the materials free
electrons, respectively [40, 47]. In general, at constant pressure SM is highly
dependent on magnetic field and temperature but Sl and Se depend on temperature only (negligible magnetic field dependency). It is well established
that S(T, H) of a usual ferromagnet increases with increasing temperature
while keeping the magnetic field unchanged. However, S(T, H) of a ferromagnet decreases with increasing magnetic field for fixed temperature. Figure
1.15 schematically describes the total entropy (S(T, H)) of a ferromagnet as
a function of temperature for two different magnetic fields Hi and Hf (Hf
> Hi ). When the magnetic field is applied isothermally to a FM material
(Hi → Hf ), followed by the path AC in the diagram of Figure 1.15, S decreases for the increase in magnetic ordering. The isothermal entropy change
upon the field change from Hi to Hf is determined by

∆Siso (T, ∆H) = S(T, Hf ) − S(T, Hi ).

(1.21)

If the field is applied adiabatically in a reversible process, the SM decreases,
while the total entropy remains constant. This leads to an increase in the
temperature of the material, termed as adiabatic temperature change (∆Tad ),
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represented by the path AB. According to Figure 1.15, for magnetic field
variation of ∆H (i.e. Hf − Hi ), ∆Tad is measured by

∆Tad (T, ∆H) = T (S, Hf ) − T (S, Hi ).

(1.22)

Instead of calculating from the S(T, H) curves, the MCE parameters
∆SM , ∆Tad can be analytically determined in terms of magnetization (M),
magnetic field (H) and temperature (T ) through the Maxwell’s relation


∂S
∂H





∂M
=−
∂T

T



.

(1.23)

H

The magnetic entropy change (∆SM ) is thus calculated by

∆SM (T, ∆H) = S(T, Hf ) − S(T, Hi ).

(1.24)

For a isothermal, isobaric process the above equation gives

∆SM (T, ∆H) =

Z

Hf

Hi



∂M(T, H)
∂T



dH.

(1.25)

H

On the other hand, ∆SM can also be approximately calculated from the
magnetization data, recorded at discrete field and temperature interval using
the following expression

∆SM (T, H) =

X Mi+1 (Ti+1 , H) − Mi (Ti , H)
i

Ti+1 − Ti

∆H.

(1.26)

Furthermore, one can estimate ∆SM (T, H) from field dependent calorimetric
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measurements (heat capacity) at different magnetic field by the following
integration

∆SM (T, ∆H) =

Z

T



0


C(T, H) − C(T, 0)
dT
T

(1.27)

where C(T, H) and C(T, 0) are the values of the heat capacity measured
under an applied magnetic field H and in zero field (H = 0), respectively.
Therefore, the adiabatic temperature change (∆Tad ) can be evaluated by
integrating equation (1.27) over the magnetic field range

∆Tad (T, ∆H) = −

Z

0

H

T
C(T, H)



∂M
∂T



dH.

(1.28)

H

It should be noted that ∆Tad can also be calculated from equation (1.22).
From equations (1.25) and (1.27) it is worthy to state that a material

is large
should have large MCE (i.e., large ∆SM and ∆Tad ) when ∂M
∂T H
and additionally, C(T, H) has a large deviation from C(T, 0) at the same

peak occurs at the
temperature [48, 49]. This is due to the fact that ∂M
∂T H

magnetic ordering temperature and a large MCE is often expected closed

to this magnetic phase transition. It is ought to be mentioned that evaluation of ∆SM using equation (1.26), from isothermal M(H) measurements
at different temperature, has been useful for a rapid screening of potential
magnetocaloric materials. But for a precise comparison of the MCE among
the existing magnetocaloric materials can be completely realized by the value
of ∆Tad , which is the measure of temperature change of a material when it
is placed in a magnetic field, adiabatically.
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Relative cooling power (RCP): The RCP reflects the amount of heat that
can be transferred from the cold body to the hot body, in an ideal refrigeration cycle. The magnetic cooling efficiency of a magnetocaloric material
for a certain magnetic field is evaluated by considering the maximum magmax
max
nitude of ∆SM (T ) curve (i.e. ∆SM
) or ∆Tad (T ) curve (∆Tad
) (keeping

the magnetic field constant) and the full width half maximum (δTF W HM ) of
the corresponding curves [40]. Based on the magnetic entropy change, RCP
max
is the product of ∆SM
and δTF W HM , as

max
RCP (S) = ∆SM
× δTF W HM .

(1.29)

max
Similarly, the product of the maximum adiabatic temperature change (∆Tad
)

and the full-width at half-maximum (δTF W HM ) is expressed as
max
RCP (T ) = ∆Tad
× δTF W HM

(1.30)

which is the measure of RCP based on the adiabatic temperature change.

1.11

Martensite transformation and Heusler
alloy

Heusler alloys are named after Friedrich Heusler who observed ferromagnetism in Cu-Mn-Al alloy, whereas all of constituent elements are non-magnetic
[50]. Such ternary intermetallic compounds with stoichiometry X2 YZ are
known as full Heusler alloy and the stoichiometry XYZ are known as half
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Heusler alloys, where X and Y are the 3d T elements and Z is the group
IIIA-VA element of the periodic table. The full and half Heusler alloys cystallize into L21 and C1b structure, respectively. Apart from the stoichiometry,
Ni-Mn based nonstoichiometric Heusler alloys have drawn attention to the
researchers leading to many interesting magnetic/transport properties, such
as shape memory effect (SME), giant MCE, EB, large MR, etc. with significant technological applications associated to complex magnetism [51–57].
All the striking properties and complexity in its magnetic and transport behaviors are directly or indirectly correlated to the martensite transformation
(MT). MT in Heusler alloys is a solid to solid first order magnetostructural
phase transition (the change in coupling between magnetic and structural degrees of freedom), occurs from high temperature austenite to low temperature
martensite phases. The martensite phase may have molulated/non modulated tetragonal, orthorhombic or monoclinic structures while the austenite
is cubic L21 phase [58–65]. It has been observed that the martensite phase
is more resistive than the austenite and a giant MR has been reported to be
observed across the MT of Ni-Mn based Heusler compounds. As a part of
this thesis work, the study of the influence of martensite and austenite phase
volume fractions on the magnetoresistance have been focused across the MT
of these compound. Therefore, we have avoided discussions about the other
observed properties.

1.12. A brief introduction to the compounds studied in this thesis
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A brief introduction to the compounds
studied in this thesis

The compounds investigated in this thesis belong to rare earth based three
different intermetallic series namely Sm1−x Gdx Ag, ErRu2−x Crx Si2 , Er3 Pd2 ,
and one Heusler alloy Ni44 Cu2 Mn43 In11 .

1.12.1

(Sm,Gd)Ag for spin-orbital compensation

In the set of binary intermetallics, compiled with 4f series rare earth (R)
and magnetic/nonmagnetic metal, Sm based alloys such as SmAl2 [36,66,67],
SmZn [68], SmCd [69, 70], SmNi2 [71] exhibit unexpected magnetic behaviors, particularly when Sm3+ ion is partially substituted by other R ions.
The observed phenomena of magnetization reversal, magnetization compensation thereto zero or negative magnetization in the magnetically ordered
region, have been immensely studied for those systems. The appreciated
magnetic reversal are the result of the presence of multiple antiferromagnetically or ferrimagnetically coupled magnetic sub-lattices as discussed previously. Among the various worthy system, Gd dopped SmAl2 and SmNi2 has
been enormously studied in which Tcomp is found to be depending upon the
Gd concentration in the system [36, 71]. The temperature dependence of the
spin-orbital density [72] along with the anomalies at Tcomp [66], tunnel magnetoresistance as an FM electrode [73], ultrasonic behaviors [74], complete
magnetization behavior of bulk [75–79], as well as thin films [67, 80, 81] have
been revealed in ferromagnetic (Sm,Gd)Al2 series. The study of new spin
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polarized material, representing very small or zero magnetization state can
open a new way to maximize or to play with the degree of spin polarization. We have found that the compound SmAg undergoes FM transition
around 50 K and its thermo-magnetization curve depicts partial spin-orbital
compensation like behaviour. Now, a solid substitution of Gd3+ (4f 7, L=0,
S=7/2) onto the Sm site in SmAg, introduces a comparable large spin moment (7.6µB ) and increases the CEP in the system. This can affect the
existing CEF and perturb the RKKY interaction, cause the localized 4f spin moments of Sm3+ are coupled to the spins of Ag conduction electrons
via indirect RKKY interaction. As a result the J states are renormalized,
which modifies the temperature dependencies of 4f -spin and orbital moments
from those of parent SmAg and could get different magnetization behavior
for various Gd concentrations.

1.12.2

ErRu2−x Crx Si2 compound

In order to search for new and better magnetocaloric materials, ternary intermetallic RT2 X2 (where R is rare earth, T is transition metal and X is
Si/ Ge) series are found interesting for the interplay between 4f and 4d/3d
magnetism. It has been evident that the structures of RT2 X2 compounds
are composed of a sequences of parallel planes along the tetragonal c axis,
likely R-X-T-X-R-X-T-X-R-..., where each plane is constructed with identical atoms (as shown in Figure 1.16). It is also a well established fact for
those compound that the existing magnetic interactions are strongly correlated with the inter layer spacing of R-R or T-T planes [82,83]. Additionally,
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Figure 1.16: Crystal structure of RT2 X2 compounds.
the presence of frustrated magnetic (RKKY) interactions and large uniaxial magnetic anisotropy, originated from the crystalline electric field (CEF)
effect [84, 85], have also drawn special attention, because it yields a complex magnetic structure in low temperature [86, 87]. Apart from the magnetocaloric effect (MCE) [88–90], the materials often exhibit various interesting
physical properties, such as exchange bias effect (EBE), magnetoresistance
(MR), Kondo effect [91], heavy fermionic behaviours [92], superconductivity [93–95] etc. along with multi step metamagnetic processes and mixed
magnetic structures [84, 85]. Among the series, ErRu2 Si2 has been reported
earlier as one of the desired compound to exhibit considerable MCE around
it’s antiferromagnetic (AFM) transition temperature (TN =) 6 K (TN : Néel
temperature), which is first order magnetic transition (FOMT) by nature.
It does not contain any thermal hysteresis in the thermomagnetization data
M(T ) [90, 96]. Neutron diffraction at low temperature (upto 1.8 K) confirms
the AFM nature [97,98] of the compound. Further studies revealed that, with
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the application of magnetic field the AFM interaction weakens, consequently
the transition temperature reduces and the resistivity value also decreases
in that temperature region, possibly due to the disappearance of magnetic
super zone gap [96]. Beyond a certain field H = 4 kOe the AFM ordering
is being reduced down to 2 K and resulting a field induced ferromagnetic
transition [90]. To improve the MCE properties, we intend to revise the interaction of the 4f R (Er) with 4d T (Ru) upon partial replacing of one 3d
T (Cr) in position of Ru, this would alter the inter layer spacing of R-R or
T-T planes along the c axis and expects a modification in the existing AFM
interaction.

1.12.3

Er3Pd2 compound

In case of MCE related research, the materials having FOMT have been extensively studied because of its large magnetic entropy change (-∆SM ) value
across the transition region, as example Gd5 Si4−x Gex , LaFe13−x Six H and MnFeP (As, Ge), ErRu2 Si2 [90, 99–105]. However, the feasible applications of
such materials has been constrained for the narrow transition width, i.e. usually FOMT occurs with a sharp manner in a small temperature region. This
detoriates the adiabatic temperature change (∆Tad ) value, which determines
the effective working temperature region of the samples. Another discrepancy is that FOMT usually accompanies by thermal and magnetic hysteresis
losses, and hence leads to the irreversibility in -∆SM and ∆Tad curves. This
can drastically reduce the relative cooling power (RCP) value of the materials. Therefore, it becomes necessary to research about new magnetocaloric
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materials, having broad magnetic transition with no thermal or magnetic
hysteresis and providing considerable -∆SM value. In this respect, it has
been evident that materials, associated to SOMT, display comparatively low
(with FOMT materials) but highly reversible MCE throughout its broadened
magnetic transitions. This makes the effective working temperature region
large, in other ways enhance the RCP value as well as the efficiency of the
desired MCE properties. Various rare-earth based compounds have been vigorously studied in recent past for active magneto-refrigerant materials, some
of them have proved their capability to become the potential applicants such
as ErRuSi, TbMn2 Si2 , TmMn2 Si2 , TmZn, TmZnAl, TmAgAl, Gd2 Cu2 Cd,
Er2 Cu2 Cd, etc. [106–112]. Beside that, another notable category with table
shaped MCE, where the -∆SM value remains almost unchanged over a wide
temperature regime, has been reported in some compounds with multiple
phase transitions and sometimes in composite materials [113–117]. Consequently those materials exhibit large RCP values, though -∆SM is not so
large in some specific cases. Targeting to discover new Er based MCE materials having SOMT at low temperature, we have found that the binary
intermetallic Er3 Pd2 was known for a long time having AFM transition near
10 K but less studied of it magnetic properties. The study has attracted our
attention as the compound exhibits a large reversible MCE associated with
a SOMT at low temperatures (around 10 K). The results have been further
compared with Heat capacity study.
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MR with various phase fractions across the martensitic transformation

It has been evident that the existing MT in a system can be tuned by several external parameters such as annealing temperature, pressure and magnetic field apart from tuning the stoichiometry in Ni-Mn based Heusler compounds [52, 53, 55, 118–123]. The presence of inherent disorder in the parent
austenite phase makes the MT occur over a range of temperature, rather
than a sharp value; this range is termed as transition width (TW). Thus,
within the TW of MT, both the austenite and martensite phases coexist in a
metastable state [124, 125]. It has been discussed earlier that the martensite
phase is more resistive than the austenite and a GMR has been observed
across the MT of these compounds, like the multilayer systems. Though the
later has a different origin for its large MR [54, 58, 126]. To compete with
the existing technology, based on GMR of multilayers systems, one has to
improve the MR behavior of these martensite Heusler compounds. This can
be achieved either by synthesizing new materials or finding out a route to
manipulate the MR behavior of the existing MT materials, for better applications. We have attempted to explore a convenient route to control the
MR behavior of a given martensite compound, by manipulating the phase
volume fractions of austenite and martensite phases across the MT under
different magnetic fields. As mentioned earlier the austenite and martensite phases have different crystal structures and consequently, the source of
electron scattering and the density of scattering sources are different, which
leads to the distinct magneto-resistive behavior of these phases. Therefore,
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tuning of the phase fractions within the MT is one of the key parameters
to control the MR in these type of compounds. Now to quantify the phase
volume fractions of austenite and martensite phases over the TW of MT,
resistivity option has been selected as our main tool. With this said motivation, reported martensite Heusler compound Ni44 Cu2 Mn43 In11 [58] has
been considered as a representative of all martensite Heusler compounds,
which show large MR across the MT [118–123]. These type of compounds
make transition from ferromagnetic austenite to nearly paramagnetic or antiferromagnetic martensite phases. Ni44 Cu2 Mn43 In11 compound exhibits MT
from body-centred cubic (Fm-3m) austenite to non modulated tetragonal
(I4/mmm) martensite phase around MT temperature (TM =) 270 K [58].
The phase volume fractions of martensite (fM (T, H)), austenite (fA (T, H))
and field induced austenite (fIA (T, H)) phases are quantified across the TW
of MT under different applied magnetic fields (H) [127]. Furthermore, The
role of this different phase fractions on the observed MR have been studied.

Chapter

2

Experimental details
This section includes the preparation of various polycrystalline intermetallic
samples and characterization techniques along with the experimental methods, used for crystal structure determination and investigation of various
physical properties, e.g. magnetic, electrical, thermal properties and heat
capacity.

2.1

Sample preparation

All the intermetallic alloy samples were prepared in an arc melting furnace
under high purity inert argon gas atmosphere. The working of arc melting
furnace in short with sample preparation are described below.

2.1.1

Arc melting furnace

Centorr Vacuum Industries make 5TA tri-arc furnace (shown in Fig. 2.1)
[128] has been used to prepare samples for the present study. This furnace
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Figure 2.1: Arc melting furnace model 5TA.
consists of two main sections, upper and lower, with water cooling arrangements, and separated by a pyrex observation tube. A copper hearth, with
starting materials for a sample placed on it, is attached to the lower section
and connects to one electrical polarity. Three copper stinger rods penetrating the top section (through swivel ball for vertical and angular movement)
which carry tungsten electrodes, they are of opposite electrical polarity. A
mechanical pump is attached for evacuation prior to inert gas backfilling.
Separate ports are provided for inert gas inlet and outlet valve also.
Constituent elements (Alfa Aesar), in stoichiometric proportion, of at
least 99.9 % purity for rare earth metal and 99.995 % minimum purity for
the other, were loaded on the water cooled copper hearth in a purified argon
gas environment, and purged the chamber several times. Thereafter, the
melting has been carried out by discharging an electrical arc between the
two electrodes (pointed tungsten rod to the copper hearth) in the chamber,
under the continuous flow of argon gas. The resulting ingots were flipped
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upside down and remelted four to five times to ensure the homogeneity. The
weight losses have been strictly monitored at end of the melting process. Iff
the loss is less than 1 % of the total weight before melting, the samples are
considered for performing heat treatment and further characterization.

2.1.2

Heat treatment

The as-cast samples were encapsulated in evacuated quartz tubes. The tubes
were flushed several times with argon gas, and a vacuum of 10−5 torr were
ensured before the sealing. The sealed samples were then annealed at a
specific temperature for a certain period of time. Whereas, the annealing
temperature and time varies for different systems. This process helps to
eliminate any micro-segregation of secondary phases by solid state diffusion
and allow the systems to establish better chemical homogeniety with full
structural order. The annealed samples have been cut into small pieces using
slow speed diamond saw and proceed for structural characterizations.

2.2

Powder X-Ray diffraction

X-Ray diffraction (XRD) is a versatile technique for structural characterization (i.e. crystal structure, phase composition, lattice spacing) of a material.
Incident x-ray beam on a crystal lattice are scattered from the parallel crystal
planes and wherever interfere constructively, appears as a peak in the diffraction pattern. The condition for the constructive interference is given by the
Braggs formula, 2dhkl sinθ = nλ. where, λ is the wavelength of the incident
x-ray beam, n is the order of diffraction, θ is the angle between the incident
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x-ray and the scattered plane, and dhkl is the inter-planar spacing between
the parallel crystal planes, where (hkl) are the Miller indices [2, 129, 130]. It
describes the orientation of the crystal planes in a lattice, and the parallel
planes are defined by the same Miller indices. It should be noted that each
crystalline material has a unique atomic structure, thus it will produce a
characteristic diffraction pattern.

X-ray lab source
The structural and phase purity analysis of the annealed samples were performed by collecting the room temperature (RT) powder XRD patterns, obtained using Cu-kα radiation (λ = 1.54182 Å) in a Philips PW-3020 diffractometer. A small piece of sample was finely grounded in a ceramic mortarpestle to make powder. Thereafter, the XRD data were collected at constant
step in scattering angle 2θ.

X-ray synchrotron source
RT and temperature dependent XRD of some of the samples (powder) have
been carried out using Synchrotron radiation in BL-12, INDUS-II, RRCAT,
India and Indian Beamline, PF, KEK, Japan. Synchrotron radiation (also
known as synchrotron light) is electromagnetic radiation that is emitted when
moving charged particles, at close to the speed of light, are forced to change
direction by a magnetic field. Synchrotron is an extremely powerful source of
X-rays, and produced by high energy electrons as they circulate in the storage ring around the synchrotron. It is useful in the form of x-rays for a wide
frequency range, high brightness (many orders of magnitude brighter than
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conventional lab sources), highly polarized, tunable and collimated. Because
of its high brilliance/brightness the measurement can be carried out at very
short time. This helps in studying the dynamic processes as a function of
external physical parameters such as temperature, pressure or magnetic field.

Rietveld refinement of the XRD patterns have been performed using
F ullprof software to determine the phase purity (also detection of any impurity phases) and to calculate the lattice parameters of the samples. In the
Rietveld method the least squares refinements are carried out until the best
fit is obtained between the entire observed diffraction pattern for the lattice
parameters and crystal structures.

2.3

Energy dispersive X-Ray spectroscopy

Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) is one of the primary analytical
technique to determine the relative concentrations of the atoms present in a
sample , i.e., to provide a rough estimation of the elemental composition [131].
When a high energy electrons beam incident on a sample, there is a finite
probability that one incident electron expels a bound electron of an atom,
and creates a vacancy in the particular level. If the ejected electron is from
an inner shell, the electrons from the outer shell jump into the level to fill
the vacancy by emitting energy in the form of electromagnetic radiation. For
the ejection of an electron from the k shell results the characteristic x-ray
emission of that element. Hence, the number of the x-ray and energy both
are measured with the energy dispersive analyzer. Therefore, from the energy
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of the emitted x-rays, the elements present in the sample are identified and
from the intensity of the emitted x-rays, the relative fraction of the elements
in the sample are determined. The information, we obtained from the EDS,
is used for qualitative analysis of the elemental composition of the sample.

2.4

Magnetization measurement

To study the magnetic properties of a material, Experimental measurement
of magnetic moment is required to find out the magnetization. Magnetization (M) is defined as the magnetic moment per unit volume. Directly,
magnetic moment of a specimen can be measured by two techniques. (i)
Force technique, which determines the force/torque on a magnetized sample and (ii) flux technique, which involves determining either the magnetic
flux or the rate of change of the magnetic flux linked with the magnetized
material [22]. The examples of force techniques are Faraday balance, torque
magnetometer etc., while the flux techniques includes vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM), Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID)
magnetometer etc. There are various indirect methods to determine the
magnetic moments, through the known relationships of some physical phenomena, associated with the magnetic properties of the specimen; such as,
Hall Effect, magneto-optical Kerr effect, Faraday effect, nuclear magnetic
resonance, ferromagnetic resonance, Mossbauer effect, neutron scattering,
muon spin resonance etc. In the present work, for DC and AC magnetization measurements, we have used a VSM attached with Physical Property
measurement system (PPMS), and SQUID-VSM (SVSM), both are under
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the category of flux measurement technique. Temperature (T , 2 to 300 K)
and magnetic field dependencies of DC magnetization data have been collected in several measurement protocols, such as zero field cooled warming
(ZFCW), field cooled cooling (FCC) and field cooled warming (FCW).
ZFCW: In ZFCW protocol, initially, the materials are cooled down to lowest
possible temperature without applying any magnetic field, then the measuring magnetic field is applied and M(T ) has been started to record during
warming.
FCC: In this protocol, The M(T ) data are taken during cooling from room
temperature or from the paramagnetic state, under a given applied field.
FCW: In FCW mode, materials are cooled under a certain H and the M(T )
data are measured in subsequent warming the material, while keeping the
cooling H on.
ZFC MH: For zero field cooled (ZFC) M-H measurements, each time, the
samples are first cooled down to the required temperature from paramagnetic region in absence of any H, then M(H) is measured isothermally with
varying H up to a certain value of positive and negative applied field (five
quadrant).

2.4.1

Vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM)

Most of the DC magnetization measurements of the thesis have been carried
out using a commercial VSM attached with PPMS (Quantum Design (QD),
Model 6000). In PPMS, the magnetic field is generated by a superconducting
solenoid, immersed in liquid Helium, with maximum achievable field ±90
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Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of VSM probe of PPMS (QD).
kOe. The working principle of a VSM is based on the Faraday’s law of
electromagnetic induction [132]. The sample is attached to one end of a
nonmagnetic rod and kept in the vicinity of a detection coil or pick up coil;
the other end is attached to mechanical vibrator. A periodic vibration of a
magnetized sample causes a periodic change in magnetic flux linked with the
detection coil and this change in flux induces an ac voltage in the detection
coil. The magnitude of the produced ac signal is proportional to the magnetic
moment of the sample, the amplitude and the frequency of the oscillation, the
distance between the sample and the detection coil. However, to separate
the contribution of magnetic moment from the picked up ac signal, pickup voltage is fed to one of the inputs of a differential amplifier. This is a
universally accepted technique for magnetization measurement, developed by
Foner [133]. A schematic representation of a VSM configuration in PPMS
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is shown in Figure 2.2. Basic set up of VSM consists a VSM linear motor
transport to oscillate the sample, a detecting coil puck, an electronics module
for driving the linear motor and to analyze the response from the pickup coils,
and the whole application is automated through software control. Usually,
the frequency of the oscillation is ∼ 40 Hz and amplitude is normally ∼ 2
mm (could be ranged from 0.5 to 5 mm). This system provides very fast
measurements with enough sensitivity to detect the DC magnetization of
the sample down to ∼ 10−6 emu.

2.4.2

SQUID-VSM (SVSM)

In the present work AC magnetic susceptibility with some of the DC magnetic
measurements have been carried out using Magnetic Properties Measurement
System, MPMS SQUID-VSM, QD. The SVSM used in this work provides a
temperature range of 1.8-400 K and maximum fields upto 70 kOe. SQUID
magnetometer is based on the tunneling of superconducting electrons across
the Josephson junction, a very thin insulting gap between two superconductors, that supports a super current below a critical value Ic . It deals with the
properties of electron-pair wave coherence throughout the junction to detect
very small magnetic field or magnetization. The basic element of a SQUID
magnetometer is a superconducting metal ring consisting of two Josephson
junctions, as shown in Figure 2.3(a). Applying a small current (I) to the
SQUID, allows Cooper pairs of electrons to tunnel through the junctions. If
magnetic flux is passed through the loop, it changes the relation between
the phase difference of the super current across the two junctions, and as a
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Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram to represent the working principle of SQUID
in SQUID-VSM. Inset shows A SQUID with two Josephson junction as a
simple magnetometer [134].
result Ic is also changed. This gives rise to a voltage across the loop that
can be detected. Another important fact is that the critical current for the
array of two Josephson junctions is periodic in field units of h/2e due to the
quantum interference effects of the electron pair wave functions. A simple
SQUID can detect incredibly small magnetic flux, therefore it would detect
the flux from the earths magnetic field, as well as any flux from the magnet of the magnetometer or nearby magnetic systems. Hence, to use the
SQUID more efficiently, a gradiometer (pickup coil) is used to detect the
gradient of the magnetic flux and the gradiometer is connected using superconducting wires with the SQUID, which is protected by superconducting
shielding [134–136]. A schematic diagram of SQUID magnetometer is shown
in Figure 2.3. In SVSM, using the same techniques of producing ac voltage in
the pick up coil (gradiometer) of VSM by oscillating a magnetized sample, a
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superconducting gradiometer is used. A superconducting gradiometer measures the induced ac signal which is proportional to the magnetic moment
of the sample only, and has quadratic dependence on the amplitude of the
oscillation and is frequency independent. The signal from the pickup coil
is fed to SQUID through the superconducting input coil. The variations of
current in the detection coils produce corresponding variations in the SQUID
output voltage. This voltage is then amplified and read out by the MPMS
electronics and obtains the magnetic moment of the sample. SVSM can take
magnetic measurements at the speed of VSM with sensitivity ∼ 10−8 emu
and it typically runs at a fixed frequency of about 14 Hz.

2.4.3

AC magnetic susceptibility

AC susceptibility is a versatile method to measure the dynamic magnetic
response of a material in the presence of a small ac magnetic field, superimposed on the dc field. Dynamic response of susceptibility yields information
about the magnetization dynamics of different classes of magnetic materials
such as spin-glass, cluster-glass, ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic materials. To reveal various magnetic phase transitions, the study of dynamic
susceptibility is important as a function of frequency (f ) and amplitude to
ac magnetic field. The change in flux due to the time dependent moment
induces a current in the pick-up coil (the same for dc magnetization measurement in SVSM), allowing measurement without sample motion. In the
case of very low frequencies and very low field, the ac magnetic measurement
is very similar to the dc measurement and in this case, the magnetic moment
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of the sample follows the same M(H) curve obtained in a dc experiment.
The detecting signal

dM
,
dH

the slope of the M(H) curve, is proportional to χac

(ac susceptibility). When the ac field is small, the induced ac moment can
be written as

Mac =

dM
Hac sin(ωt)
dH

(2.1)

where Hac and ω are the amplitude and frequency of the ac field, respectively. At higher frequencies, the ac moment of the sample does not follow
the dc M(H) curve due to the dynamic field effects in the sample and the
magnetization lags behind the driving field. Hence, another quantity φ, the
phase difference with respect to the driving field signal, has to be introduced
in χac . Therefore, χac corresponds to the combination of a real or in phase
component (χ0 ) and an imaginary or out of phase component (χ00 ), expressed
as
χ0 = χac cosφ,

(2.2)

χ00 = χac sinφ.

(2.3)

The imaginary component indicates any dissipative process in the sample.
Relaxation and irreversibility in spin glass give rise to a nonzero χ00 . In ferromagnets, a nonzero χ00 is an indication of irreversible domain wall movement
or absorption due to permanent moments. In the present thesis, χac was
measured for some samples in SVSM with different frequencies.
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Electrical resistivity

Electrical resistivity (ρ) of a material at any temperature arises due to the
scattering of conduction electron-phonon along with electron-electron, atomic
and magnetic disorder with strain, band structure, etc. Temperature and
magnetic field variation of resistivity of a magnetic material can provide us
important information about its magnetic state. Resistivity changes during
any magnetic transition due to reduction of scattering in magnetically ordered state or vice versa and the same occurs for any structural transition
also. Magnetoresistance (percentage change in resistivity due to presence of
a magnetic field) can reveal the information about existing magnetic interactions, because the change in resistivity with magnetic field depends on the
nature of magnetic order in the material.
Linear four-probe resistivity measurement is a very common, standard
and accurate experimental technique for electrical resistivity measurement.
This method provides low resistance at the contacts and leads at the time
of measurement [137]. Four independent electrical contacts are made on the
any one surface of a (rectangular bar shaped) sample along a line, using silver
epoxy paint. A constant electric current is allowed to flow through the two
outer terminals and the resistance (R) is calculated between the two inner
terminals by measuring the voltage drop across them. Now the resistivity of
the material can be obtained from the following relation

ρ=

td
R.
l

(2.4)
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Where t is sample thickness, d is width of the sample, and l is the spacing
of the two inner terminals. Resistivity measurements of some of the samples
were carried out in PPMS in the temperature range T = 2−300 K in a
magnetic field up to 50 kOe.

2.6

Heat capacity

Heat capacity measurement is a necessary technique to reveal the lattice,
electronic, and magnetic properties of materials for the study of bulk samples.
It also explores several important informations regarding magnetic ordering,
entropy, phase transition, etc. The heat capacity of some of the samples at
constant pressure have been carried out in PPMS by relaxation method, in
the temperature range 2−120 K and with applied magnetic field up to 50 kOe.
The heat capacity at constant pressure is given by Cp = ( dQ
) , where Q is
dT P
the heat energy put into the sample system and T is the sample temperature
at constant pressure P. In thermal relaxation technique the sample is heated
for a fixed time length providing a constant heating power and then allowed
to cool for the same duration, keeping the heater power off. The PPMS heat

Figure 2.4: Schematic diagram of the thermal connections for heat capacity
measurements in PPMS [138].
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capacity option controls the amount of heat applied to and removed from the
sample; it also records the sample temperature throughout the heating and
cooling cycle and performs the fitting with the thermal relaxation model [139]
to extract the heat capacity of the sample.
As described in Figure 2.4, a platform heater and a platform thermometer are attached to the bottom of the calorimeter chip which basically acts
as the sample platform. The sample is mounted on the platform by using a
thin layer of standard cryogenic grease/adhesive, such as Apiezon N grease
for measurement ≤ room temperature and H grease for > room temperature, for good thermal contact to the platform. Electrical connections to
the platform heater and platform thermometer have been provided through
eight small wires and they also assure the thermal connection to the heat
bath (puck frame) and structural support for the platform. During the measurement the set up should be kept at high vacuum (∼ 10−5 Torr), which
is usually maintained by cryopumping in PPMS, to ensure that the thermal conduction between the sample platform and the thermal bath is purely
dominated by the conductance of the connecting wires. So that it can build
a reproducible heat link to the bath with enough large time constant, which
allows both the platform and the sample to achieve good thermal equilibrium
at the time of the measurement [138]. For heat capacity measurement at any
temperature, at first the sample platform temperature and puck temperature are stabilized at that initial temperature. Then power is applied to the
platform heater for a predetermined time period to rise the sample platform
temperature. Then the power is terminated and the temperature of the sample platform is allowed to relax towards the heat bath (puck) temperature.
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The sample platform temperature is monitored throughout the heating and
cooling process and provides the raw data of the heat capacity calculation.
The raw data is analyzed by simple single τ model, which assumes perfect
thermal coupling between the sample and the sample platform. It considers
the thermal relaxation time period (τ ) between the sample platform and the
puck. A second analysis is also performed using the two-τ model, which has
been developed assuming that the sample is not in good thermal contact
with the sample platform. In this model, the first time constant (τ1 ) represents the thermal relaxation time period between the sample platform and
the puck, and the second time constant (τ2 ) represents the relaxation time
period between the sample platform and the sample itself. The obtained
values of the heat capacity and other physical parameters are optimized with
the agreement between the measured data and the two-τ model. The heat
capacity software determines which model fits best to the measured data. It
should be noted that, before mounting the sample on the platform, addenda
measurement is necessary, where a small amount of grease is applied on the
centre of the platform and the heat capacity of that small amount of grease
and the sample platform is measured. Finally, the heat capacity of the sample is determined by subtracting the addenda from the total heat capacity,
measured with placing the sample on the platform.

2.7

Hall effect

From the Hall coefficient study, the density and type of the charge carriers in
a material can be determined. Often, the type of the charge carriers or the
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of Four probe Hall effect measurement for regular
shaped sample with negative charge carriers. Picture taken from Ref [140].
density exhibits drastic changes across some kind of phase transitions (e.g.
metal to insulator transition in pyrochlore iridates). Therefore, it becomes
necessary to study the Hall effect for a good physical interpretation. For
measurements, a transverse current is allowed to pass through a sample in
a longitudinal magnetic field. The charge carriers often gather on one edge
of the sample and disappear from the other edge, leading to a potential
difference (Hall potential) across the sample, see Figure 2.5. The sign of the
Hall potential generally indicates the type of the charge carriers (electron or
hole), and the magnitude of the Hall potential is related to the density of
charge carriers in the sample, as described in the following equation

Rh = Eh /jB = Vh A/IlB

(2.5)

Here Eh is the generated Hall electric field, Vh is the Hall potential, j is the
current density given by I/A (current divided by the sample cross section),
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and l is the separation of the transverse voltage leads. It can be shown
that Rh =

1
,
nq

where n represents the carrier density, and q representing the

charge of the carriers. Hall coefficient has been measured in PPMS using AC
transport option.

2.8

Seebeck coefficient

Thermal conductivity (κ) and Seebeck coefficient (S) Can provide considerable information about the electronic as well as the ionic lattice structure
of a material. The κ is a measure of the heat conduction ability of a material, so measuring this quantity one can get information about scattering
of heat-carrying phonons and electrons. The S describes the thermal diffusion of free charge carriers (electrons or holes), which creates an electric
field inside a material when a temperature gradient is sustained. Much like
the electrical resistivity, this property is very sensitive to subtle changes in
the electronic scattering processes and can be a powerful probe to study
magnetic ordering. Seebeck coefficient measurement has been carried out in
PPMS using the thermal transport option (TTO). The thermal and electrical connections for an idealized TTO sample are shown in Figure 2.6. For
thermal conductivity and Seebeck coefficient measurements, heat is applied
to one end of the sample by running current through the heater (Q+/−).
The temperatures Thot and Tcold are measured at the thermometer shoes and
∆T (= Thot − Tcold ) has been obtained. Also during the heat pulse, the Seebeck voltage (∆V = V+ − V− ) is monitored. Heat exits from the sample to
. Time traces of ∆T and ∆V during
the cold foot. By definition S = − ∆V
∆T
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Figure 2.6: Schematic diagram of the thermal and electrical connections to
the samples with heater and sensors for Seebeck coefficient measurements in
PPMS. Thot and Tcold are the temperatures of the two Cernox chip thermometers. V+ and V− are the two voltage leads, I+ and I− are the two current
leads and Q represents the heater terminal. Picture taken from Ref [141].
the heat pulse are measured and a linear least-squares routine fit to the data
obtains the Seebeck coefficient [141].

Chapter

3

Spin-orbital magnetic moment
compensation in (Sm,Gd)Ag
In this chapter, the unique magnetic compensation behavior of Gd doped
SmAg has been represented. SmAg undergoes a ferromagnetic transition
around 50 K, with a small Gd doping the system shows partial magnetic
compensation in the magnetically ordered region. This phenomena has been
studied through AC magnetic susceptibility, heat capacity, resistivity, thermal and magneto-transport properties.

3.1

Structural analysis

It is evident from the room temperature (RT) XRD pattern (FIG. 3.1(a)) of
the annealed samples (at 600◦ C for 175 h) that most of the peaks could be
indexed with a simple cubic (SC) crystal structre (CsCl type, space group
Pm3̄m), except for few tiny peaks corresponding to the unreacted Sm phases,
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Figure 3.1: XRD using synchrotron radiations. (a) Room temperature XRD
data of the annealed samples for various Gd concentrations (x) and inset
shows the shift of the main peak with x near 2θ = 13.8◦ . (b) Variation
of lattice parameters with x. (c) Temperature dependent XRD data of the
x = 0.02 composition (unannealed) and (d) the shift of lattice parameters
with temperature.
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Figure 3.2: Energy dispersive X-ray spectra of all the samples indicating the
weight percentage of the constituent elements. Observed C and O may have
come from the polisher needle and from the oxide layer, which may form on
the sample even if it has been kept in air for few minutes, respectively.
which are found in greater amount in the temperature dependent XRD (Figure 3.1(b)) of the unannealed x = 0.02 sample. 3.1 % unreacted Sm impurity
has been calculated for the parent x = 0 compound and for the other it is
/ 6 %. Such impurity phases may be reduced by optimizing the annealing
procedure. As shown in the inset of Figure 3.1(a), the most intense (110)
peak near 13.8◦ has a prominent shift to higher angle with increase of Gd
concentrations (x). Rietveld refinement study yields the lattice parameters
are slightly decreasing with x, as shown in Figure 3.1(b). This behavior is
expected due to the smaller atomic radius of Gd. For all the profile fitting
the χ2 values were lied between 8 to 10. Furthermore, no prominent peak
shift or peak modification in the temperature dependent XRD ( RT to 15
K) of the x = 0.02 compound confirms that, no structural transition has
been occurred in that temperature regime. The observed reduction in lattice
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Table 3.1: Calculated atomic percentage (AP) value
centage (WP) of the constituents in Figure 3.2.
Comp. x = 0
x = 0.02
x = 0.04
Const.
WP
AP
WP
AP
WP
Sm
49.9 21.74
46.3
20.56
45.9
Gd
0
0
0.8
0.34
1.8
Ag
38.1 23.13
41.5
25.69
35.4
C
4.4
24.02
3.9
21.7
13.2
0
7.6
31.11
7.6
31.72
3.8
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from the weight per-

AP
17.09
0.64
18.37
17.72
46.18

x = 0.1
WP
46.6
4.9
39.1
4.3
5.2

AP
22.35
2.25
26.14
25.84
25.43

Table 3.2: Obtained Gd concentration from the EDS study.
Composition calculated Gd % Experimental Gd %
x = 0.02
2
1.67
x = 0.04
4
3.77
x = 0.1
10
9.47
parameter with decreasing temperature (in Figure 3.1(d)) is thought to be
of thermal lattice contraction. The doping concentration of Gd have been
verified from the Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy analysis (EDS), presented in Figure 3.2. The atomic percentage of the constituent elements have
been calculated from the weight percentage and represented in table 3.1. Elemental analysis shows the homogeneity of the constituent elements over the
sample and the obtained doping concentrations of Gd are in well agreement
with our calculated starting Gd concentrations as presented in table 3.2.

3.2

Magnetic properties

Zero field cooled warming (ZFCW) and field cooled warming (FCW) magnetization curves of all the samples as a function of temperature, under an
applied field 100 Oe, are shown in Figure 3.3. In the ZFCW and FCW curves
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of the parent x = 0 compound, an FM ordering starts below 55 K and an
prominent anomaly near 15 K are observed with a small bifurcation. For x
= 0.02 compound, the magnetic ordering at the same temperature getting
prominent with a notable dip around 35 K with the similar anomaly below
15 K, for both the ZFCW and FCW curves. It seems like occurring multiple magnetic transitions or a feature of partial spin-orbit compensation. For
the second possibility, below the magnetic ordering temperature, the orbital
counterpart of M i.e. µo starts to dominate the spin component µs , as a result the trend of M get reversed and further lowering of temperature (below
35 K), µs conquering again. For this, the exact FM transition temperature
is inconclusive. ZFCW curve of the x = 0.04 compound follows the same
nature of x = 0.02 with a dip. However, The FCW curve depicts FM like
behaviour with a bifurcation from the ZFCW curve below 85 K but does not
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exhibit any dip in M. Because, at this x value the µs and µcep have such
enhanced that they dominates µo over the whole region, cause the µs and µcep
both align parallelly to the applied magnetic field during cooling. In case of
x = 0.1, both the ZFCW and FCW M are showing ferromagnetic behavior
with large bifurcation under 85 K with no dip. This large Gd concentration
in the system increases the CEP to a certain level that the change in CEF
allows the Sm/Gd spin contribution with µcep to overcome the µo . Hereby,
the x = 0.02 compound has been found to be most interesting among the
series and need to be studied more to reveal the suspected spin-orbit compensation behaviour in the thermo-magnetization curve. Possibility of any
structural transition has been declined from temperature dependent XRD
analysis, now the feasible magnetic origin need to be further investigated. It
should be mentioned that, none of the susceptibility data of all the studied
compound in this series has been found to follow the Curie-Weiss behavior.
Several FCW M(T ) curves of the x = 0.02 compound have been measured
at various H to study the effect of it on the observed magnetic transition,
as shown in Figure 3.4(a). In FCW protocol the samples are initially cooled
under H and M(T ) is measured in subsequent warming under the same cooling H. No shift in the magnetic ordering transition has been observed, even
at high field but the dip is getting profound with higher H and the minima
is observed at 35 K. One more engrossing phenomenon has been perceived
that the pronounced anomaly below 15 K has been faded out with increasing
magnetic field, and above 1 kOe it has been completely disappeared. Figure
3.4(b)-(c) display the temperature variations of the in phase (χ0 (T, ω)) and
out of phase (χ00 (T, ω)) component of the ac magnetic susceptibility (χac ),
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Figure 3.4: (a) FCW magnetization curves under different applied H. (b)
Real (χ0 ) and (c) imaginary (χ00 ) component of ac magnetic susceptibility
(χac ) at various frequencies of the x=0.02 compound. (d−e) ZFC M(H) at
several temperature for the parent (x = 0) and x = 0.02 compound.
measured in the region of interest from 2 K to 80 K for the frequency (ω/2π)
range 5 Hz to 551 Hz. During the χac measurement the ac magnetic field
Hac set at 5 Oe while the dc magnetic field Hdc kept at zero. It is clear
from the χ0 (T, ω) curve, that the detected strong peak near 55 K is highly
frequency independent, which indicates a magnetic ordering associated with
the FM-PM (paramagnetic) transition. Zero field cooled (ZFC) M-H curves
at different temperatures of the parent compound and x = 0.02 compound
are presented in Figure 3.4(d) and (e), respectively. For both the samples no
saturation tendency in M has been observed upto 50 kOe even at low temperatures. For the x = 0.02 compound at 2 K, initially M increases with H, then
varies almost linearly in a comparatively slow manner at higher fields. At
other temperatures the isothermal M(H) varies linearly with H for both the
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compounds, the linear nature of M(H) curves are associated to the pseudo
ferrimagnentic spin structures of the compounds. No pronounced hysteresis
leads to the presence of very minimal magnetocrystalline anisotropy.

3.3

Heat capacity

The temperature dependent heat capacity C(T ) of the two samples x =
0, 0.02 are measured in the temperature range 2.1−100 K during warming
under zero and 50 kOe magnetic field, presented in Figure 3.5(a−b). The
zero field C(T ) curves exhibit only single peak around 50 K and 51 K for the
x = 0 and 0.02 compounds respectively, indicating the FM to PM transition.
No significant anomaly has been observed in the region corresponding to
the suspected multiple magnetic transitions. Therefore, we confirm that the
appeared M reversal and the dip at 35 K evidences the partial spin-orbit
magnetic compensation. We fitted the low temperature (4−10 K) region of
C(T ) data using the formula C(T ) = γT + βT 3, where the first and second
terms correspond to the electronic and lattice contributions to C. Fitted
data are represented in terms of C/T vs. T 2 in the insets of Figure 3.5 (a-b).
A negligible Schottky contribution has been observed below 4 K, this has not
been taken into account due to lack of data points and the region has been
excluded during fitting. A large increment in the electronic contribution term
(γ) has been found for the x = 0.02 compound from the parent, which can be
attributed to the enhancement of CEP upon Gd doping in the system. No
prominent deviation of the peak in the C(T ) data has been noticed between
the H = 0, 50 kOe data of the x = 0.02 compound. Though an increment
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Figure 3.5: (a) Zero field specific heat (C(T )) as a function of temperature
for x = 0 compound. (b) Zero field and with field (H = 50 kOe) C(T ) data
for the x = 0.02 compound. Insets show the C/T vs. T 2 data with fitting.
Table 3.3: The parameters are obtained from the fitting of C(T ) data
x
0
0.02 (0 kOe)
0.02 (50 kOe)

γ (mJ/mol-K2 )
14.2 ± 0.87
64.7 ± 1.71
89.0 ± 0.61

β (mJ/mol-K4 )
7.25 ± 0.21
7.42 ± 0.12
7.15 ± 0.10

in γ has been observed for H = 50 kOe, indicating the increase of density of
states (DOS) with field, which is usual for metallic systems.

3.4

Transport properties

The exact magnetic state in the partial compensation region, subject to further analyze by zero field and with field (H = 50 kOe) electrical resistivity
(ρ(T )) measurements (in Figure 3.6(a)). The ρ(T ) data of x = 0 and 0.02
compounds show a slope change near their ordering temperatures, above
which its exhibit purely metallic nature. No extra anomaly has been seen
anywhere, even at Tcomp , revealing the materials are in magnetically ordered
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Figure 3.6: (a) Zero field and with field (H = 50 kOe) resistivity (ρ(T )),
(b) Hall coefficient R(H) as a function temperature and (c) temperature
variation of Seebeck coefficient (S) of the x = 0, 0.02 compounds.
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state at Tcomp . No prominent deviation has been observed in the 50 kOe ρ(T )
curves even at their ordering temperatures or at Tcomp . Furthermore, the Hall
coefficient (RH ) as a function of temperature has been studied under 90 kOe
applied magnetic field, as shown in Figure 3.6(b). Only a deviation from the
linear nature is observed below the ordering temperature, no other change in
the type of charge carrier has been found in the compensation region. In Figure 3.6(c), the Seebeck coefficient S(T) as a function of temperature for both
the compounds show the respective FM transition temperatures in terms the
change of the electronic scattering during the FM ordering. For better understanding of the partial spin-orbit magnetic compensation phenomena, we
have to reveal the proper spin indication. Some sellective techniques such
as, magnetic Compton scattering experiment and X-ray magnetic circular
dichroism (XMCD) could be the appropriate, cause it can directly measure
the magnitude of µs . Although, the samples carry a small value of net M in
the compensation region, so by changing the external magnetic field direction
we can reverse the spin arrangements, and it would help us to extract the
exact spin informations.

3.5

Discussions

From the above experimental results, we have found that for x = 0.02 compound, the system enters to ferromagnetic state at TC = 51 K and goes
through a smooth minimum near Tcomp = 35 K, followed by an another
anomaly below 15 K, which is possibly due to the freezing of spin at low
temperatures. Specific heat data do not indicate any additional sign of mag-
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netic transition apart from that at TC . Resistivity and AC susceptibility
data also agree with the heat capacity. This implies that the system remains
essentially in the ferromagnetic state through Tcomp down to the lowest measured temperature. The dip in the thermomagnetic curve is therefore the
indication of magnetic compensation at Tcomp , where the µo and µs are presumably equal and opposite, and thus the total M is just the moment due
to the polarized conduction electron. It has been well established through
experiment as well as theory that the conduction electron moments (µcep)
align along the same direction as the spin moments of Sm3+ ions. Hence, it
enhances the total spin part of the magnetic moment. As the cooling field
increases the overall M(T ) curves shift upward as the µcep is proportional
to the applied field. The shape of the M(T ) curves remain almost unaltered with the cooling field, except the anomaly at low temperature, which
gradually wash out with field. Like other Sm alloys, the µs takes over µo
above Tcomp and it is just opposite below Tcomp . However, it is of interest
to note that total M never attains negative unlike (Sm,Gd)Al2 compound,
in which M(T ) curves measured at low fields have crossover to the negative
M axis. This negative magnetization in (Sm,Gd)Al2 system is attributed to
the continuous decrease of M as µo (aligns opposite to the field direction)
grows continuously with lowering of temperature and it overpower µs below
Tcomp . However, the cooling field greater than 20 kOe is required to overcome
the strong magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy (MCAE) and realigned the
magnetization along the field direction; results a dip in the M(T ) curve instead of a crossover near Tcomp . On the contrary, negligible coercive field in
M(H) isotherm suggests very weak magnetocrystalline anisotropy (MCA)
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in the present system. Obviously, a low cooling field (∼ 50 Oe) can even
overcome the MCAE and realign the magnetization along the field direction,
Which makes absence of any diamagnetic effect below Tcomp in the studied
systems. As can be seen for the higher Gd concentrations (x ≥ 0.04) M(T )
Gd
curves show typical ferromagnetic nature. This implies the sum of µSm
s , µs

and µcep contributions exceed the Sm orbital moment throughout the temperature range.

3.6

Conclusions

Temperature dependencies of magnetization, AC susceptibility, heat capacity and transport behavior reveal the exotic thermomagnetic behavior in Gd
doped SmAg system. There is a prominent minimum in the M(T ) curve
inside the ferromagnetic ordered state for x = 0.02 compound. This feature
can be well explained in terms of the different temperature dependencies
of antiparallelly coupled spin and orbital moments of the Sm3+ ions. Conduction electron contribution and the pure spin moments of the Gd3+ ions
found to strengthen the total spin moment of the system. Magnetocrystalline anisotropy also plays an important role in deciding the nature of the
thermomagnetic curve in the present system.

Chapter

4

Role of Cr in magnetic properties of
ErRu2−xCrxSi2
In this chapter, the observations in the magnetic and magnetocaloric properties upon Cr dopping (for x = 0, 0.15, 0.3, 0.5) in ErRu2−x Crx Si2 are presented [105]. Existing antiferromagnetic (AFM) interaction becomes weak
when a small amount of Cr is replaced in place of Ru, resulting in magnetic
transition from AFM to doping induced ferromagnetic (FM) transition. The
associated change in transition (AFM to FM) is coupled with the inter atomic
distance along c axis. Above certain concentration, the nature of the transition is also modified to second order from first order.

4.1

Structural analysis

The room temperature (RT) powder XRD patterns of the annealed samples
(800◦ C for 170 h) with rietveld refinement are presented in Figure 4.1(a-d),
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Figure 4.1: (a−d) Room temperature XRD pattern of ErRu2−x Crx Si2 (x =
0 − 0.5), with rietveld refinement, χ2 values are in between 15−17. (e−f)
The variation of the lattice parameters and unit cell volume with x, obtained
from the fitting.
confirm that all the samples are in single phase except some minor unreacted
Er impurity phases < 2 %. The crystal structures are found to be ThCr2 Si2
type (space group I4/mmm) body centered tetragonal (BCT). Figure 4.1(ef) show the variation of lattice parameter and cell volume, obtained from
rietveld refinement. With increase of Cr concentration (x) in the system,
lattice parameter a decreases where as c increases and a slight variation (≈
0.6 %) has been observed in the cell volume (v). We have already described
previously (in introduction) that the structures of RT2 X2 compounds are
composed of a sequences of parallel planes (constituting identical atoms)
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along tetragonal c axis, and the present magnetic interactions (FM or AFM)
in those systems are strongly coupled with the interlayer R-R/T-T distances
[82, 83]. Hereby, with increasing x, increment in c anticipates to amend the
existing magnetic properties.

4.2

Magnetic properties

The temperature variation of magnetization data of the ErRu2−x Crx Si2 (x =
0, 0.15, 0.3, 0.5) compounds have been collected in 500 Oe magnetic field under ZFCW and FCW conditions. No prominent differences has been observed
in the corresponding ZFCW and FCW magnetic susceptibility (χ(T )) curves
of any of the samples, therefore to avoid complications only ZFCW χ(T )
data are represented in Figure 4.2(a). It exhibits that the parent compound
(x = 0) undergoes an AFM transition at its Néel temperature (TN =) 6 K.
However, introducing Cr in the system, for x = 0.15 compound the existing
AFM transition seems to be occurred below 6 K. Thereafter, beyond x =
0.15, no AFM transition is clearly evident down to 3 K, whereas, an abrupt
enhancement in χ(T ) is observed at low temperature in the curve of x = 0.3
compound. This signifies a weak ferromagnetic (FM) correlation has been
developed due to Cr dopping, which helps to induce additional magnetic moments in the systems. With further increase of Cr, x = 0.5 compound exhibits
that the weakly developed FM phase has been stabilized at low temperature.
Surprisingly, the observed χ(T ) behavior of the ErRu2−x Crx Si2 (x = 0−0.5)
compounds have been found very similar to the magnetic field dependent
nature in the χ(T ) of parent ErRu2 Si2 compound, reported by T. Samanta
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Figure 4.2: (a) The temperature dependency of dc magnetic susceptibility
(χ(T )) of ErRu2−x Crx Si2 (x = 0 − 0.5) using ZFCW protocol with 500 Oe
measuring field. (b) ZFC χ(T ) of the parent ErRu2 Si2 , for different applied
magnetic fields (picture taken from Ref. [90].)
et al. [90] and their data has been represented in Figure 4.2(b) for resemblance. They have observed that the AFM transition temperature (TN ) for
ErRu2 Si2 is around 5.5 K for 1 kOe magnetic field. With increase in measuring field, TN is reducing and above a certain magnetic field of 4 kOe no AFM
transition was observed down to 2 K i.e. the existing AFM phase has been
modified to field induced FM state. Therefore, we would like to anticipate
that the Cr doping and application of magnetic field has the similar effect
on the magnetism of ErRu2 Si2 compound. In the exchange Hamiltonian,
which measures the magnetic ordering, increase in the inter-layer R-R/T-T
distances or magnetic field are providing same effect, as we have observed
for both the cases that the existing AFM ordering is supressed by newly
developed FM ordering.
Inverse susceptibility (1/χ(T )) curves with Curie-Weiss fitting in the temperature regime 80−150 K using the Curie-Weiss formula: χ = C/(T − θP ),
are presented in Figure 4.3, where θP is the paramagnetic Curie temperature
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Figure 4.3: Temperature variation of inverse susceptibility (1/χ(T )), fitted
with Curie-Weiss law in the high temperature region; inset shows the change
of experimental µef f with increasing x .
and C is the Curie-Weiss constant. The calculated effective paramagnetic
moment (µef f ) per Er3+ ion has comes out to be 10.03 µB , 9.72 µB , 9.73 µB
and 9.61 µB for x = 0, 0.15, 0.3 and 0.5 samples, respectively. Experimental
µef f /Er3+ values are observed to be little higher than its theoretical free ion
value (9.59 µB /Er 3+ ), for all the samples. This indicates that both Ru and Cr
has their magnetic contributions to the net magnetization of ErRu2−x Crx Si2
system, apart from the main contributor Er. It should be noted down that
the Cr3+ (3.87 µB ) has lower free ion µef f than the Ru3+ (5.92 µB ), therefore the observed reduction of µef f with increasing Cr concentration in the
system in expense of Ru is attributed, as shown in the inset of Figure 4.3.
As evident from the previous study, the parent compound possesses an
FOMT around T = 6 K. For further analysis, to see whether there is any
change in the order of the magnetic transitions due to doping of Cr, we have
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Figure 4.4: Arrot plots (M 2 vs H/M plot), indicating the change in transition nature with increasing x; insets are showing the low temperature zoomed
data.
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measured isothermal ZFC M(H) curves at various temperatures below and
above of the transition region of each compound, and construct the Arrot
plot (M 2 vs. H/M plot), as shown in Figure 4.4. It is well accepted from
the Banerjee criteria that any negative slope of the H/M versus M 2 plot
corresponds to an FOMT, in contrast of a positive slope relies to occur a
second order magnetic transition (SOMT) in the system. Therefore, as we
can observe in the insets of Figure 4.4, negative slopes at low temperature
for x = 0 and 0.15 samples confirm the presence of FOMT. Though, in case
of x = 0.15 a little deviation from FOMT has been identified. Whereas,
with further Cr doping, for x = 0.3, 0.5 samples, the FOMT completely
disappeared. Hence one would anticipate that above a critical concentration
of Cr doping in ErRu2−x Crx Si2 system expands the T-T/R-R distances along
the c axis to a critical value, beyond which the magnetic transitions are no
longer behaves as FOMT. Due to the same, the observed AFM nature in
the parent member is promoted to weak FM in the doped compounds of the
series. Our explanations about the observed change in nature and order of
magnetic transition are based on magnetic measurements only, which only
account the moments in macroscopic scale.

4.3

Magnetocaloric properties

To study the effect of Cr doping on the MCE properties, magnetic entropy
change (−∆SM ) of these compounds have been obtained form our already
measured isothermal M(H) curves. The temperature variation of −∆SM
curves upto 20 K of all the samples for magnetic filed change (∆H) of 50 kOe
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Figure 4.5: (a) The temperature dependence of magnetic entropy change
max
(−∆SM ) for the field change of 50 kOe, (b) variation of −∆SM
with increasing field change (∆H) for various x.
are shown in Figure 4.5(a). It should be noted that for certain Cr concentration x = 0.3, the −∆SM value increases and remains consistently higher
than the other compositions for all the ∆H, as depicted in Figure 4.5(b).
max
The maximum value of −∆SM (−∆SM
) = 15.9 J/kg-K is achieved for x

= 0.3 sample around 6 K, which is slightly better than its parent compound
ErRu2 Si2 (15.1 J/kg-K), for the field change of 50 kOe. It is ought to be
mentioned that this observation is consistent with the χ(T ) curve for x =
0.3 compound (Figure 4.2(a)), where a rapid increase in χ(T ) was observed.
max
Furthermore, if we observe the −∆SM
values of all the samples for ∆H =

50 kOe, for x = 0.15 the obtained value is less than the parent compound.
Engraining a small percentage of FM doping (Cr) in an AFM compound
may create disorder or canted AFM like structure, which causes the decrease
in AFM transition temperature and the overall −∆SM . To measure the
corresponding relative cooling power (RCP), the full width half maximum
(δTF W HM ) of the -∆SM (T ) curve for ∆H = 50 kOe of x = 0.3 sample,
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has been found as 16 K. Therefore, the RCP value has been estimated to
254 J/kg, which is quite good with respect to the same for reported SOMT
materials having transitions in low temperature (detail example of SOMT
compounds are in next chapter). Our MCE study reveals that among the
various doped member, x = 0.3 compound i.e. ErRu1.7 Cr0.3 Si2 delivers commax
parable −∆SM
value with some of the MCE materials, such as ErRCr2 Si2 ,

HoMn2 Si2 , PrFe2 Si2 , NdFe2 Si2 [142–144] etc. in the similar transition temperature region. Therefore, it could be a potential compound for using in
magnetic refrigeration for hydrogen, helium liquification and other purposes.

4.4

Chapter summary

In this chapter, the effect of Cr doping in magnetic and magnetocaloric properties of ErRu2−x Crx Si2 system have been discussed. One of the most important observation is, with increasing Cr concentration (x) in the system,
χ(T ) mimics the field dependent magnetic susceptibility behaviour of the
parent ErRu2 Si2 compound. From the structural analysis (from XRD data)
we have evidenced that the doping of Cr modifies the c/a ratio, which affects the exchange interaction between the magnetic ions and induces weak
FM correlation in the system, and justifies the mimicking of χ(T ) behaviour.
Arrot plot of all the samples anticipates that above certain critical concentration of Cr the transitions are no longer FOMT, tending to SOMT. Therefore,
Cr not only modifying the existing magnetic interactions (AFM to FM) but
also the order of magnetic transition. Additionally, our findings also reveal
max
the obtained magnetocaloric value −∆SM
= 15.9 J/kg-K for ∆H = 50 kOe
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in x = 0.3 compound is slightly higher than the parent one, and the corresponding RCP value has been achieved to 254 J/kg, which can be useful for
practical applications.

Chapter

5

Study of magnetic and magnetocaloric
properties in Er3Pd2 compound
In this chapter, the magnetic properties and the magnetocaloric effect of
a binary intermetallic compound Er3 Pd2 are discussed from magnetization
and heat capacity measurements. It usually exhibits a paramagnetic (PM)
to antiferromagnetic (AFM) transition at its Néel temperature (TN =) 10 K
with no obvious thermal or magnetic hysteresis loss. A large reversible MCE
have been observed, which is related to a second order magnetic transition
from PM to AFM state.

5.1

Structural analysis

The room temperature (RT) powder XRD pattern of the annealed Er3 Pd2
sample (800◦ C for 175 h) have been shown in Figure 5.1. It is evident from
Rietveld refinement of the XRD spectra using Full-prof software that all the
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Figure 5.1: Room temperature XRD pattern of Er3 Pd2 with Rietveld refinement, χ2 value is 4.7. Asterisks and arrows indicate the unreacted Er and
Pd impurity phases respectively. The unit cell structure, displaying 2a and
4 h Wyckoff sites are occupied by Er and 4 g are occupied by Pd atoms.
peaks can be indexed with U3 Si2 type tetragonal structure of space group
P4/mbm. Few unreacted Er (6.6 %) and Pd (5.1 %) tiny peaks have been
identified in the samples even after annealing. Such impurity phases might
be reduced by optimizing the annealing procedure and stoichiometry ratio
of the starting materials. From refinement analysis, the evaluated lattice
parameters are a = b = 7.678 Å, c = 3.908 Å. As shown in the inset of
Figure 5.1, in an Er3 Pd2 unit cell, Er atoms seat in 2a and 4 h Wyckoff sites,
whereas the 4 g sites are occupied by Pd atoms.
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Figure 5.2: Temperature dependency of M(T ) under ZFCW and FCW measuring protocols at 500 Oe magnetic field (left axis). Temperature variation
of the inverse dc susceptibility (1/χ(T )) fitted to the CurieWeiss law (right
axis).

5.2

Magnetic properties

Temperature dependent magnetization (M(T )) curves using different modes
of measurement, ZFCW and FCW, under an applied field (H) = 500 Oe are
plotted in Figure 5.2. An AFM to PM transition is clearly evident during
warming at Néel temperature (TN =) 10 K. No prominent thermal hysteresis
between the cooling (FCC) and warming (FCW) data has been observed
around TN , this screened the transition to be possibly second order, and
forgoing complexity only the FCW data have been provided here. In the
PM region the corresponding inverse susceptibility data (1/χ(T )) follows
the Curie-Weiss behaviour and the Curie-Weiss fitted experimental data is
shown in Figure 5.2 and indexed to the right axis. From the fitting, the
obtained paramagnetic Curie temperature (θp ) is −6 K, the negative sign of
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Figure 5.3: (a) M(H) isotherms upto 50 kOe at various temperatures and
(b) Arrott plots (M2 vs. H/M plots), in the temperature range 8 K to 50 K.
θp reveals that the present magnetic interacion in Er3 Pd2 material is AFM.
Further, we have calculated the effective paramagnetic moment (µef f ) per
Er3+ ion, has been obtained as 10.16 µB which is notably higher than the
free ion value of Er3+ (9.59 µB ). This indicates that Pd2+ ions also have
some magnetic contribution, apart from the main contributor Er3+ in the net
magnetization of the Er3 Pd2 system. Therefore, our observations reveal that
the rare-earth ion is not only the emerging factor for the present magnetic
interactions and the corresponding magnetic properties in this compound,
constituent transition metal ions also have sustainable influence on the same.
Isothermal M(H) curves within the temperature range 8 K to 50 K have
been measured at 2 K interval upto 50 kOe magnetic field, as shown in
Figure 5.3(a). Near TN M(H) data are recorded in both way, with increasing
and decreasing H; no notable hysteresis have been observed between them.
Therefore, above 14 K M(H) isotherms have been taken only for increasing
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Figure 5.4: Temperature dependent magnetic entropy change (-∆SM ) for
different magnetic field variations up to 50 kOe.
H. Measuring field directions are marked with arrow using the same colour of
the corresponding data points. In order to reveal the nature of the undergoing
AFM transition, we have constructed the Arott plot (M 2 vs. H/M graph)
from the previously measured isothermal M(H) curves. In Arott plot, as
in Figure 5.3(b), at transition region no inflection or negative slope have
been observed, this corresponds to a pure SOMT. Hence our priliminary
assessment about the nature of the undergoing transition from M(T ) data,
consisting no temperature hysteresis behaviour, has been affirmed as SOMT.

5.3

Magnetocaloric properties

As the material Er3 Pd2 confirms SOMT around 10 K with no thermal and
magnetic field hysteresis, it attracts our attention for MCE study. Conse-
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quently, the magnetic entropy change (-∆SM ) has been calculated from the
previously measured M(H) isotherms using Maxwell’s relation [145]. The
temperature dependence of obtained -∆SM curves for various magnetic field
changes up to 50 kOe are represented in Figure 5.4. The maximum -∆SM
max
value (-∆SM
) has been acheived to 8.9 J/kg-K at 12 K for a field change of
max
50 kOe. Though this appreciated -∆SM
value is inadequate in contrast to

the widely studied FOMT materials [90, 99–105], however comparable with
several SOMT compound, such as PrCo2 B2 , GdPd2 Si, PrNi, (Ho, Tb, Dy)2 In
etc. [146–151].

5.4

Heat capacity

Heat capacity (C(T )) measurement is one of the best tool to confirm the
exact transition temperature. The temperature variation of C(T ) of Er3 Pd2
under zero and 50 kOe magnetic field are shown in Figure 5.5(a). It is clearly
evident that the zero field C(T ) curve displays pronounce anomoly in the form
of a λ-shape peak around 10 K, indicating a typical SOMT correlated to an
AFM to PM transition. Corresponding TN has been obtained from the C(T )
data is 9 K, which is found consistent to the same determined from M(T )
measurement. A high magnetic field of 50 kOe diminishes the C(T ) peak
height along the transition region, following the change in entropy during
the phase transition due to applied magnetic field.
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Figure 5.5: (a) Heat capacity C as a function of temperature at magnetic
field 0 and 50 kOe. (b) Temperature variation of magnetic entropy change
-∆SM , obtained from heat capacity and magnetization measurements for the
field change of ∆H = 50 kOe. (c) Adiabatic temperature change, ∆Tad , for
the ∆H = 50 kOe.

5.5

Discussion

Using the zero field and with field C(T, H) data, the change in magnetic entropy (-∆SM ) can be estimated using equation (1.27) for the field change of
(∆H =) 50 kOe. The temperature dependence of -∆SM , obtained from the
heat capacity data, has been plotted in Figure 5.5(b). Temperature variation
of the same for field change of 50 kOe, received from the magnetization measurements, has been provided in the same figure. It is evident that the both
-∆SM (T ) graphs, obtained from the magnetization and heat capacity measurements, are almost similar over the measured temperature regime. The
temperature variation of calculated ∆Tad for ∆H = 50 kOe, using equation
(1.28) are presented in Figure 5.5(c). It should be noted that the tempera-
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ture variation of -∆SM and ∆Tad graphs have shown almost similar nature,
except a slight temperature shift of the peak positions. Hereby the maximum
max
max
value of -∆SM (-∆SM
) and ∆Tad (∆Tad
) value for ∆H = 50 kOe have

been achieved as 8.9 J/kg-K and 2.9 K, respectively. To estimate the RCP
value, full width half maximum (δTF W HM ) of the -∆SM (T ) curve for ∆H
= 50 kOe, has been found as 22.8 K. Corresponding RCP value has been
reached to 201 J/kg. For our studied Er3 Pd2 compound, the obtained value
max
max
of RCP, and -∆SM
, ∆Tad
are reliable with compared to some of the MCE

materials undergoing SOMT in the similar temperature region [111,152–155].

5.6

Chapter summary

In this chapter, the priliminary observation is that the Er3 Pd2 compound
undergoes paramagnetic to antiferromagnetic transition at (TN =) 10 K on
cooling, and does not exhibit any thermal or magnetic hysteresis around TN .
TN has been also evidenced from the heat capacity measurement, with zero
and 50 kOe magnetic field. The second order nature of the transition is
also verified from the Arott plots. -∆SM (T ) curves are obtained from both
the magnetization and heat capacity data, and they are in good agreement
(almost overlapped) over the measured temperature region. Therefore, one
max
max
can rely on the obtained parameters. -∆SM
, ∆Tad
and RCP values are

estimated to be 8.9 J/kg-K and 2.9 K, 201 J/kg, respectively, for the field
change of 50 kOe. Absence of any hysteresis around the transition temperature qualifies the sample to produce large and reversible MCE, for which it
can be a potential compound for practical applications.

Chapter

6

Origin of magnetoresistance across the
martensitic transformation in
Ni44Cu2Mn43In11 Heusler alloy
In this chapter, we have revealed the possible origin of the large magnetoresistance (MR), observed across the first order martensite transformation (MT)
of Ni44 Cu2 Mn43 In11 Heusler alloy. Various phase fractions have been calculated from the resistivity data along with its dependency with temperature
and magnetic field, considering the MT region as binary coexisting phase.
Among them, the field induced austenite phase fraction (fIA ) has been found
as the most significant for the large MR, compared to the other factors, i.e.
the parent austenite or martensite phase fractions. The temperature dependent growth of austenite and martensite phases within the MT region are
also evidenced from the temperature dependent XRD data, performed using
synchrotron radiation. Phase purity analysis, structural study and magnetic
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properties of the sample have been reported previously [58], therefore not
discussed here.

6.1

Resistivity

The temperature dependent resistivity (ρ(T )) curves, measured under ZFC
and ZFCW protocols, are presented in Figure 6.1(a). As evident, the ZFCW
ρ(T ) curve starts to drop rapidly at austenite start temperature (Tas ) and
continues to drop upto the austenite finish temperature (Taf ), while the ρ(T )
curve of ZFC mode start to increase at martensite start temperature (Tms )
until the martensite finish temperature (Tmf ). The rapid increment in ρ(T )
below Tms may arises from the enhanced conduction electrons scattering due
to development of differently oriented martensite variants along with the
other significant factors e.g. presence of microcrack, modification of Brillouin zone boundary during MT etc [126, 156–159]. The differences of obtained characteristic transition temperatures in cooling and warming ρ(T )
curves leave a thermal hysteresis within the MT region. The ZFCW M(T )
curve has been represented in Figure 6.1(a) to compare the characteristic
transition temperatures from magnetization data, and it is in well agreement
with the same obtained from the ZFCW ρ(T ) curve. Now, being a disorder influenced first order phase transition, the region of thermal hysteresis is
highly metastable, and both the austenite and martensite phases can coexist
together. However, beyond the MT region, cooling and warming ρ(T ) curves
follow almost same temperature dependency. Since, our primary motivation
has been focused to correlate the existing different phase fractions with the
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Figure 6.1: (a) The temperature dependency of ρ(T ) and M(T ) curve using
ZFC and ZFCW protocol [58], (b) FCW ρ(T ) curves at different applied
field. (c) Pink dashed line is the linear extrapolation of ZFCW ρ(T ) curve
at Tas and Taf .
magnetoresistance (∆ρ/ρ0 ) across the MT, so various ρ(T ) data has been
further measured at different applied magnetic fields (H) using the FCW
protocol (Figure 6.1(b)). It should be noted that, for the measurement of
ρ(T ) using FCC and FCW protocols, the ρ(T ) is recorded in subsequent cooling and warming of the material in presence of magnetic field. Here, to avoid
complexity in the analysis of different phase fractions within the MT region,
we purposefully considered only ρ(T ) curves of FCW mode. Another important characteristic temperature, reverse martensite temperature (TRM ), is
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calculated by drawing vertical line, that divides the transition width (TW)
into two nearly equal parts, is needed to explain the observed large MR
behavior. It is clearly evident in Figure 6.1(b) that the application of magnetic field, the TRM is being shifted towards lower temperature side. This
shift in TRM is a consequence of the fact that upon application of magnetic
field close to Tas enables to transform the martensite structure to austenite,
at that temperature [59, 64, 65]. Thus, an application of magnetic field close
to/across the MT has a significant role in altering the phase volume fractions
in isothermal condition which in turn alter the MR in these compounds. A
large shift in TRM (∆TRM ) = 16 K has been observed for the application
of 50 kOe magnetic field and this high ∆TRM (H) is one of the prerequisite
condition to achieve large MR across the MT for these type of compounds.
Figure 6.1(c) is to guide the presence of different phases over the temperature range. Isothermal ρ(H) curves at several temperatures around the MT
region have been measured and presented later on.

6.2

Discussion: Phase fractions

Now to quantify the different phase fractions within the MT region, we have
used the conductivity expression, proposed by Landauer [160] for two coexisting phases. If the resistivity values of the austenite (ρA ) and martensite
phases (ρM ) are considered as constant, this equation will enable us to estimate the different phase fractions along the MT from the knowledge of
conductivity (σ) at any given temperature and field, the parent equation can
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be written in the following refined form:
1
1
σ(T ) = [(3fA −1)σA +(3fM −1)σM +[((3fA −1)σA +(3fM −1)σM )2 +8σA σM ] 2 ]
4
(6.1)

where σM (T ) and σA (T ) are the conductivities; fM (T ) and fA (T ) are the
phase volume fractions, of martensite and austenite phases, respectively. One
can easily estimate the σM (T ) and σA (T ) from the ρM (T ) and ρA (T ), while
ρA and ρM can be determined by drawing parallel line from few Kelvin above
Taf and few Kelvin below Tas respectively (as shown by the pink dashed line
in Figure 6.1(c)). Further more, it is also quite straightforward to represent
the total phase fraction in terms of fM and fA for a given temperature and
field within the MT region as

fM (T, H) + fA (T, H) = 1.

(6.2)

Now substituting the value of σM and σA for a given temperature and field
in equation (6.1) and then solving equation (6.1) with the help of equation
(6.2), one can quantify the fM (T, H) and fA (T, H) at that temperature and
field. Therefore, by solving the above two equations, the fM (T, H) curves
have been generated for our studied compound around its MT region, and
displayed in Figure 6.2. From the knowldge of fM (T, H) we have further
quantified the fIA (T, ∆H) using the following equation (6.3):

fIA (T, ∆H) = fM (T, 0) − fM (T, H)

(6.3)

where fIA represents the magnetic field induced austenite phase fraction
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Figure 6.2: The temperature variation of fM and fIA for different applied
field, ∆H = 30 and 50 kOe.
when the magnetic field applied isothermally within the martensite phase,
and the calculated fIA (T, H) curves are presented in Figure 6.2. One should
note that the fA (T ) always refers to the sum of fIA (T ) and parent austenite
volume fraction (fP A (T )) in the discussion, while both fIA , fP A have same
physical properties as fA . It can be observed that fIA (T, ∆H) attain maximum at their respective Taf of fM (T, H) curve and thereafter (i.e. above
Taf ) fIA follows the same path as fM (T, 0) curve. Before we get into the
detail behaviour of fIA (T, ∆H) it is convenient to split the whole temperature region of interest into three subparts: (i) T < Tas (ii) Tas ≤ T ≤ Taf
(iii) T > Taf . It is well established from the plot of Landau free energy
expression for the first order transition and already evident from the plot of
fM (T, H), that the martensite and austenite phases are stable in the region
(i) and (iii), respectively. Whereas in the region (ii), both the phases coexist together in a metastable state [124]. Let first consider a temperature
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point in the region (i), say T = 240 K, i.e. when the system is in deep
martensite phase, the stability of martensite phase is high and consequently
the application of a large magnetic field of 30 kOe is even insufficient to convert any martensite into austenite, and therefore the fIA become zero in this
temperature regime. On the other hand, with increasing temperature, the
martensite component looses its stability and the application of same field is
now just sufficient to convert some martensite into austenite, and hence fIA
starts to increase. When the system just enters into the region (ii), at a temperature point say X (T = 262 K) on the fM (T, 0) curve has 95% martensite
phase (i.e. fM = 95%, follow the horizontal green dash line towards the fM
axis) and remaining 5% is metastable austenite phase. Since, the martensite
instability increases in this region than that for in the region (i), thus an
application of same field (30 kOe) converts 35% of martensite into austenite (fIA = 35%, follow the horizontal green dash line towards the fIA axis)
with remaining fM = 60% unchanged and fIA starts to increase rapidly with
the progress of temperature. While the application of 50 kOe field converts
all the available martensite to austenite at this temperature (at point X).
Now moving onto another temperature point Y (T = 264 K) within the region (ii) contains less volume fraction of martensite [(fM )Y < (fM )X ] but
due to the increased instability of martensite phase, the same 30 kOe field
produces 79% induced austenite (fIA = 79%) from available 90% martensite while remaining fM = 11% unchanged. Interestingly all the available
metastable martensite is converted to the austenite by application of 30 kOe
field at the point Z (T = 265 K) and fIA reaches maximum (fIA = 85%)
at this temperature. With further increase of temperature, the martensite
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instability increases but the decrease in available metastable fM (i.e. the
available martensite to be induced) leads to rapid drop in fIA . Above the
Taf of fM (T, 0), the fIA becomes zero as no martensite phase is available
(fM = 0 and fIA = fM (T, 0)) to be induced into austenite by the applied
field or in another word the field has no effect, only temperature effects to
follow. Considering same sequence of explanations, one can also interpret
the behavior of fIA curve at ∆H = 50 kOe.
To find out the relation between the fIA (T, ∆H) and the MR, we have
calculated the MR from the already measured FCW ρ(T, H) curves using
the following equation ∆ρ/ρ0 = [ρ(T, H) − ρ(T, 0)]/ρ(T, 0). Figure 6.3(a)
represents the plot of MR (T, H) and fIA (T, ∆H). We have observed a MR
as large as 49% and 54% for the ∆H = 30 and 50 kOe, respectively. It
is evident from our study that the observed MR, for a given applied field,
becomes maximum only when the fIA (T, ∆H) is maximum. Now, bringing
back to our previous arguments i.e. the large ∆TRM under applied fields is
an essential criteria to obtain a large MR across the transition region, can
be understood by expressing the MR in terms of change in resistivity with
dρ
temperature ( dT
) across the phase transition and the field induced shift of the
dT
). Further, one can approximate the MR as,
transformation temperature ( dH
dρ
dρ
dT
) = ( dT
)( dH
). Thus, to observe a huge MR, both the factors have
MR ∝ ( dH

to be large and both factor is directly/indirectly related to the fIA (T, ∆H).
A plot describing the variation of MR with the fIA for different ∆H (30
and 50 kOe) is shown in the inset of Figure 6.3(a). We also found that
MR for the ascending and descending branch of fIA follow different paths,
producing a hysteresis in MR. This irreversibility in MR for the ascending and
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Figure 6.3: (a) Temperature variation of MR and fIA for ∆H= 30, 50 kOe
and inset shows the variation of MR with the fIA for a given ∆H. (b) The
variation of MR with the fIA , fM and fA for ∆H= 30 kOe and the black
solid curve has been obtained after fitting the MR using equation (6.4).
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Table 6.1: The parameters are obtained from the fitting of MR vs fIA curve
using equation (6.4).
∆H(kOe)
Branch
α
n
30
Ascending
50.9±1.06
0.76±0.02
30
Descending
54.8±1.59
0.78±0.05
50
Ascending
54.3±1.02
0.74±0.02
50
Descending
55.8±1.05
0.73±0.06
descending branches of fIA can be understood by recalling Figure 6.2, there
one can find that in the ascending branch of fIA the initial phase fraction is
stable martensite, while for the descending branch of fIA the initial state is
metastable martensite and austenite. Therefore, it is expected that resistivity
and hence the MR would be different for two different branch of fIA , due to
presence of different amount of phase fractions. But, the fact which has been
found more interesting is that the MR does not hold a linear relationship
with the fIA , instead it seems to follow a certain power law. To know the
MR dependence on fIA we have fitted the ascending and descending branch
of fIA with MR using the formula
∆ρ
n
= −αfIA
ρ0

(6.4)

where α defines the strength of MR. The obtained value of α and n for the
ascending and descending branch of fIA are listed in the table 6.1.
The Figure 6.3(b) shows the variation of MR with the fIA , fM and fA for
∆H = 30 kOe. It can be seen that as the temperature increases (increasing
direction of temperature is shown by the arrow), fM starts to decrease while
fA increases due the significant increase of fIA by the applied field, the MR
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Figure 6.4: (a) ρ(H) with increasing magnetic field upto 50 kOe at various
temperatures across the MT region. (b) Extracted fM (H) curves at different
temperatures from the ρ(H) data. (c) The hollow data points represent
the magnetic field variation of MR. The solid data points of similar hollow
symbols and colours represent the corresponding fIA (H) curves.
also start to increase and attain maximum when the fIA become maximum.
Thereafter with the further increase of temperature, MR start to decrease
as a consequence of decrease in fIA (though the fA remains constant: at
maximum).
In an alternate way, the phase fractions induced MR behavior are also
verified by measuring the isothermal ρ(H) curves at several temperatures
around the MT region, as shown in Figure 6.4(a). For this measurement,
initially the sample was cooled from 350 K down to 10 K and warmed it back
to the temperature of interest without applying any magnetic fields, then the
ρ(H) have been recorded by ramping the field 0→ 50 kOe. This protocol has
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been followed in order to measure the ρ(H) curves at different temperatures.
The extracted fM (T, H) curves from the ρ(H) data have been represented
in Figure 6.4(b). To construct the fM and fIA vs. H graphs from ρ(H)
isotherm data, the ρ value at 240 K from the ρ(T ) curve of H = 0 kOe have
been taken as the ρM value (Figure 6.1(b)). Whereas, we have considered
the ρ value near 261 K from the ρ(T ) curve at H = 50 kOe as the ρA value.
The fact should be considered that the application of magnetic field induces
austenite phase, and hence the ρA for a given field (H = nonzero value) is
slightly less than their zero field counterpart, i.e. ρA (H = 0). Which means
the system at H = 50 kOe is tending towards complete austenite phase than
that at H = 0 kOe. Considering these, we think that the ρA value just above
Taf (at 261 K) on the ρ(T ) curve for H = 50 kOe is better approximation for
extraction of the fM (H) curves. Furthermore, for the ρ(T ) curve measured
at H = 0 kOe during warming, the T = 240 K belongs to the martensite
phase, and the resistivity below that temperature is increasing slightly due to
various reasons (already discussed previously). So, choosing ρ value at T =
240 K on the ρ(T, 0) curve as ρM is not going to alter our results/conclusions.
Now, a similar explanation, as discussed previously to illustrate the MR(T )
behaviour for a given ∆H, is also applicable for the field induced isothermal
MR curves in Figure 6.4(c). The temperature T = 250 K belongs to the
very deep inside of the martensite phase where the martensite phase is much
more stable and therefore the resulting MR (−12%) is low and unsaturated
for magnetic field of 50 kOe. The MR at this temperature matches fairly well
with the same obtained from the ρ(T ) curves. As the temperature increases
inside the MT region, the critical fields, need to convert the available less
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stable martensite to austenite, reduces and consequently the MR increases
as a results of increase in fIA but no ideal saturation in MR is observed until
T = 268 K. Therefore, in support with our previous observations, we argue
that the fIA is the most important factor, which needs to be tuned to achieve
large MR in this type of materials, as the resistivity of metallic martensite
or austenite phase do not change significantly under application of magnetic
field.

6.3

Structural evolution during MT

An additional evidence of the temperature dependent growth of martensite and austenite phases within the MT region is carried out by measuring
the temperature dependent XRD using synchrotron radiation, in absence of
magnetic field. In this measurement, a austenite peak (A (422)) at 47.3◦
and martensite peak (M (422)) around 49.4◦ are being probed to study the
respective peak intensities as a function of temperature during cooling and
warming cycle. The Figure 6.5(a) reveals the formation of martensite phase
and depletion of austenite phase with cooling; while it is opposite in case of
warming, as expected (Figure 6.5(b)). From this study, without being quantitative, we aimed to project the growth dynamics by measuring the intensity
of respective austenite and martensite peak. A clear thermal hysteresis between the cooling and warming intensity of austenite (Figure 6.5(c)) and
matensite peak (Figure 6.5(d)) are evident. Though a remaining martensite
component has been found in the high temperature austenite region. This
discrepancy may arises from the closeness of MT to the room temperature
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Figure 6.5: Temperature dependent XRD data while (a) cooling and (b)
warming using synchrotron radiation (λ = 0.9782 Å). Normalized peak intensity with temperature of (c) Austenite (422) peak and (d) Martensite
(422) peak.
and a preannealing before measuring the XRD could have removed such discrepancy. Therefore, the observed martensite transformation, evident from
magnetization and resistivity data, can also be represented through the study
of structural evolution with temperature, using temperature dependent XRD.
The small deviation between resistivity and structural data (in form of the
nature of separated austenite and martensite phases) perceived as the transition properties also depend on the extrinsic parameters such as, applied
magnetic field, pressure, rate of heating and cooling, measurement protocols
etc.
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Chapter summarry

In this chapter, we have presented a detail estimation of the martensite,
austenite and field induced austenite phase fractions within the MT region
for a given temperature and field, determined from the ρ(T ) data with various
field and isothermal ρ(H) curves at different temperatures. The chapter also
includes the discussions about the influence of different phase fractions on
the observed MR. Our results reveal that the MR for a given field change
(∆H) attained maximum, only when the fIA becomes maximum, and it
becomes nearly independent on both the fM and fP A . Therefore, the fIA
has major contribution for the large MR than the other factors, though the
fIA at any particular temperature depends on the availability and instability
of fM at that temperature. It is also found that the MR does not hold a
linear relationship with the fIA , rather it follows a power law. Moreover its
variation is not same for the ascending and descending branches of fIA , i.e.
does not follow the same power law, thus giving rise to hysteresis in MR.
Furthermore, the temperature dependent XRD data supports the growth
of austenite and martensite phases with temperature while warming and
cooling, respectively, within the MT region of our studied compound.
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